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Story by J. D. Laker and R. L. Nicholls 

T o KEEP PACE with the growing demand for our marine 
geophysical services, Western Geophysical Company 

continues to expand its fleet of seismic ships. In the last two 
years 12 additional vessels have been acquired. Two of 
them represent a new concept in geophysical ships because 
all of the systems are operated by electrical power. 

Built in Houston, the Western Strait was completed in 
August 1979 and has been working offshore Brazil ever 
since. Its sister ship, the Western Narrows, was delivered 
to Western last April and has operated in the Gulf of Mex
ico and offshore Canada. Like the Western Strait, the 
Western Narrows (Party 127) is 185 feet long with a beam of 
38 feet and is powered by two 1,600-horsepower, 16-cylinder 
Detroit Diesel Engines (16V149T), each driving an 
1,100-kilowatt AC generator. These generators supply all 
of the electrical power required to operate the ship and her 
geophysical equipment. 

The propulsion system is diesel electric with SCR control 
(silicon controlled rectifier), which means that the electrical 
power from the AC generators is converted to operate the 
two 500-horsepower DC motors on each shaft that drive 
the twin propellers. The full capacity of the generators is 
used for the propulsion system and other normal electrical 
requirements when the ship is traveling at her cruising 
speed of 12 knots. During geophysical recording operations, 
however, the vessel travels at only 5 to 6 knots and uses but 
a fraction of the available power for propulsion; the excess 
is then employed to drive the air compressors and to supply 
power for all of the other geophysical equipment require
ments. The result is an efficient use of available power and 
good fuel economy. 

Since the diesel engines serve only to drive the genera
tors, they can be isolated from the hull of the ship, thus 
reducing the transmission of engine noise and vibration 
throughout the ship and into the water. Also, they are 
operated at a constant speed, Which extends their life and 
reduces maintenance. The use of DC motors to turn the pro
pellers allows the speed of the ship to be infinitely varied as 
required by the nature of the work. The vessel is equipped 
also with a 375-HP bow thruster to provide better maneu
verability. For emergency use or to provide electricity when 
in port and power requirements are minimal, 250-KW and 
150-KW generators, driven by separate 12V71 and 8V71 
diesel engines, are available whenever needed. 

WINTER 1980 

The Western Narrows Is one of Western's advanced-design seismic 
ships that represents a new concept because all of the systems 
are operated by electrical power, supplied by two generators. 

The air guns and cable are deployed from the two decks of the 
Western Narrows, which allows more space for operations. The 
cable real on the Narrows' upper deck is covered with a steal 
canopy strong enough to serve as a helicopter landing site. 
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The Western Narrows is an advanced-design seismic ship that 
is equipped with the mast sophisticated electronics available. 
On the ship's bridge are the engine controls {right front pon· 
el), video displays (left front panel), and radar (foreground). 

The propulsion system of both the Western Narrows and the 
Western Strait is diesel electric with SCR control (silicon con· 
trolled rectifier), which means that the electrical power from 
the AC generators is converted to operate the two SOO·horse· 
power DC motors on each shaft that drive the twin propellers. 

Each ship's electronics are the latest and most sophisti
cated available and include: autopilot and gyrocompass, 
Loran C receiver in wheelhouse, two water-depth recorders 
(200-fathom and 2,000-fathom capability), two radar units 
with azimuth stabilization, VHF /FM transceiver for short
range radio communications, two single side-band trans
ceivers (one operates off 12-volt batteries for emergency use), 
Marisat satellite communications system that provides world
wide communications by either voice or telex, two separate 
intercom systems that provide instant communications to all 
parts of the ship, and a closed-circuit television system. 

Closed-circuit TV allows the captain, the recording-room 
personnel, and the air-gun crew to view various locations 
on the ship by selecting the proper channels. In these areas 
several stations are displayed simultaneously, and other 
areas may be monitored selectively. Thus, the captain will 
monitor the cable deck or air-gun deck when deployment or 
retrieval of these devices takes place so that he can co-ordi
nate the ship's movements to facilitate those activities; in 
addition to observing these same areas, the recording-room 
displays show gun synchronization, navigation data, and 
other quality control functions. The compressor room and 
cable and air-gun decks have cameras that "pan," or sweep, 
the area when required. These controllable cameras on the 
stern also are an aid to the captain during docking maneuvers. 
The video displays and intercom systems eliminate the 
problems of distance separation that could occur on ships 
of this size and aid in the overall efficiency and safety of 
the operations. 

Only the most modern navigation systems are aboard the Com· 
pony's newest ships, the Western Narrows and the Western Strait. 

WESTERN PROFILE 

Right-A large recreation room on the 
Western Narrows provides relaxation 
for off-duty personnel and contains 
tables, chairs, and a television set. 
Video-tape entertainment Is supplied 
and replaced monthly; and a library of 
training films covers instrumentation, 
safety, and geophysical procedures. 

Below-Cook's domain ls the Western 
Narrows' galley. The steam table to 
keep food warm Is In the foreground. 

Right-The Western Narrows' co·ordlna· 
tor stateroom contains, among other 
things, a private bathroom. Another 
special feature is the Marisat telex 
terminal (on the desk), and handsets for 
the Narrows' two Intercom systems 
are on the left wall of the stateroom. 

WINTER 1980 

As well as the usual safety equipment (life rafts, boats, 
preservers, jackets, buoys, flares, and the like), each ship is 
equipp~d with a fire detection system and both Halon and 
light-water fire-extinguishing systems. A flume stabiliza
tion system minimizes the rolling motion often experienced 
in rough seas by pumping ballast from one side to the other 
to counteract these movements of the ship. This results in 
safer and more comfortable conditions for all of the crew 
members. The environment is protected by sewage treat
ment systems and trash compactors. 

Fully air-conditioned quarters are provided for 39 per
sons, mainly in two-man staterooms. An infirmary with 
private toilet and shower facilities and a private office for 
clients are two features not found on all vessels. A large 
recreation room, with tables, lounge chairs, and a televi
sion set, provides relaxation for off-duty personnel. Ships 
usually are too far from television stations for good recep
tion, but video-tape entertainment films are supplied and 
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Above-The Western Strait is one of the new additions to 
our expanding fleet of advanced-design seismic ships. It 
represents a new concept In geophysical ships: All af 
the systems on board are operated by electrical power. 

Below-The Western Narrows' spacious engine room shines. 

are replaced monthly. A library of training films covering 
instrumentation, safety, and other geophysical procedures 
is on board and is regularly supplemented by Western's 
audio-visual department. 

Each ship has a diesel fuel capacity of more than 100,000 
gallons, giving her a cruising range greater than 10,000 
miles and a working endurance of more than a month. The 
potable water tanks contain 16,000 gallons, and a salt
water conversion system can produce an additional 2,400 
gallons each day, more than enough to supply all needs for 
as long as the ship remains at sea. A washing machine and 
clothes dryer help make long voyages more pleasant. Watk
in freezers and coolers and large dry-food storage areas 
provide space for enough food to match the fuel and water 
endurance. Large, air-conditioned, magnetic-tape storage 
areas are present to accommodate the ever-increasing re
quirements of today's high-technology instrumentation. A 
5-ton hydraulic crane is mounted on one deck to aid in load
ing supplies or heavy equipment and in deploying a small 
outboard motor boat when necessary. Each vessel is also 
equipped with the latest "state-of-the-art" seismic systems. 

The energy source is Western's high pressure air-gun sys
tem. Air is supplied by six high-pressure compressors that 
are mounted in an environmentally-protected, enclosed por
tion of the ship. Each compressor delivers 160 standard 
cubic feet per minute (SCFM) of air at 5,000 psi. On the 
main deck, near the stern, are four large reels that are used 
to deploy and retrieve 20 air guns, 5 on each of the four 
250-foot hose bundles. Each bundle consists of air hoses 
and electronic control lines that, in conjunction with an 

Right-The recording room of the 
Western Narrows ls 1, 100 square 
feet and contains the most modern 
equipment available. A large con
sole with video monitoring de· 
vices and other quality control 
features helps to guarantee that 
all of its systems function properly. 

LRS-100 synchronizer, provide simultaneous release of air 
from all of the guns being used. Air pressure, gun syn
chronizer, and overall performance are monitored by 
gauges and electronic displays in the enclosed "shooting 
shack" in this area. 

Unlike on many seismic vessels, the cable reel on each of 
these two ships is mounted on a separate (higher) deck, 
allowing more space for both the air-gun and cable-han
dling operations and providing better protection from the 
weather on both levels. The cable reel is covered by a steel 
canopy that is strong enough to serve as a helicopter 
landing site if necessary. 

The recording room is spacious (more than 1,000 square 
feet) and has the most modern equipment available. A large 
console contains the video monitoring devices and other 
quality control features that help to ensure that all of the 

WINTER 1980 

Left-A partial view of the com· 
pressor room shows some of the 
equipment that supplies air to 
the high-pressure alr·gun system. 

systems are functioning properly. In addition to the seis
mic recording instruments, this room houses the precision 
navigation equipment required to locate the exact position 
of every shot point. The ship is equipped with satellite 
navigation equipment and Loran C systems, which are 
often used in conjunction with other shore-based naviga
tion networks, the type depending upon the area being sur
veyed. Video displays show the navigator, observer, and 
captain the ship's position, speed, deviations, and other 
data necessary to maintain the proper course. 

Our experience to date has proven the Western Narrows 
and Western Strait to be worthy a·dditions to Western's 
growing fleet of advanced-design seismic ships. Other ves
sels are now in the design/ construction stages as we strive 
to provide the services necessary to help solve the world's 
shortage of petroleum products. 

5 
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Smith, Brannan Named Viue Presidents 

VICE PRESIDENT CHESTER D. SMITH 

VICE PRESIDENT ORVAL F. BRANNAN 

THE NAMES of two new officers of Western- vice presi
dents - have been announced by President Howard 

Dingman. Chester D. Smith, based in Houston, has been 
promoted to vice president, Far East and Australia, land 
and marine, and Orval F. Brannan, headquartered in Den
ver, is now vice president, West Coast U. S. land and 
marine and Alaska marine. Both men were area managers 
prior to their promotions. 

"Both of Western's new vice presidents have very solid 
geophysical backgrounds and a history of successful job per
formance," commented our president. "I am confident that 

6 

the future performance of our two new officers will bring 
credit to both themselves and Western Geophysical 
Company." 

Chester, who joined the Company as a computer on 
Party 52 for the late Party Chief James Rush, is a 25-year 
veteran of Western, commemorating his anniversary last 
July 21. During those 25 years he has traveled to many 
places for the Company, among them Australia, where he 
lived in Perth for four years, from 1964 to 1968, and Singa
pore, where he and his family resided from 1968 to 1972. 
From there they moved to Houston. In March 1977 he was 
promoted to co-ordinator-Far East-Middle East marine 
operations and later, as area manager, spent much time 
working with London and the Mid-East operations; so that 
part of the world has long been one of Chester's special 
interests. 

A native of Forest, Mississippi, Chester came to work for 
Western immediately following his graduation from Missis
sippi College, which he had attended on a football scholar
ship and from which he received a bachelor of arts degree in 
math. Chester and wife Ellen, who teaches kindergarten, 
have two children: Don, a finance and management major 
at the University of Texas, who will graduate this month 
(December); and Faison, a senior at Dulles High School in 
Stafford, Texas, who will graduate in May. When Chester is 
not at work, not involved with Far East and Australian op
erations, he plays golf and, retaining his interest in football 
from his college days, roots for the Houston Oilers. 

Orval has also spent a great deal of time traveling for the 
Company since he was hired on July 25, 1966, as an instru
ment trainee. By his count he has been in and out of 70 
countries while becoming a digital engineer, instrument 
supervisor and area instrument supervisor, manager of field 
services, supervisor, and, in 1976, area manager of the 
Western United States and Alaska marine operations. It was 
in 1974 that Orval elected to transfer from field service to 
operations, and, as his recent promotion will attest, it was 
obviously a happy choice. 

Orval was born in Hope, Arkansas, and studied petro
leum engineering at both the University of Oklahoma and 
Arkansas A & M before he joined the United States Air 
Force, where he spent four years. Following his discharge, 
he was hired by Western in Shreveport, Louisiana. 

Orval and wife Lynne have two children, Scott, 16, and 
Jeffrey, 10. All of them are interested in skiing and so count 
themselves. fortunate that they live in Colorado. Lynne alsO 
likes bridge while Orval enjoys playing golf. 

The PROFILE congratulates Chester and Orval on their 
recent promotions and wishes them every success in th 
future. 

I A 

Partv V-20 Explores in 

THE 'LAND OF MOSES' 

- ---~-----

Party V-20's vibrators trek across the Sinai Desert, their tire tracks scrawling impermanent records of their passage in the shifting sands. 

Story and Photos by Walter R. Martin 

P ARTY V-20-In the Land of Moses. It is 4 o'clock in the 
morning, before the desert sun has risen to cast its yel

low brilliance across the land. A soft, cool breeze gently 
ripples over all, and nothing stirs. Suddenly the banshee 
wail of a siren splits the darkness. Is it a fire? Is it an air 
raid? No, it is just the cook in Party V-20's kitchen, an
nouncing to all that breakfast awaits those stalwarts who 
have the constitution to consume food at that ungodly hour. 

Out they come, emerging from their comfortable bunks, 
rubbing sleep from bleary eyes as they prepare to attend to 
the business of the day. Frantic activity ensues as an assort
ment of odd-looking vehicles cough and splutter into life, 
to be loaded with equipment and personnel before hurtling 
out of camp to all points of the compass, leaving only a 
cloud of dust and a pleasant silence to advertise their 
passing. 

After a short period in time, when wadis (dry streams), 
sand dunes, and various other natural -hazards have been 
successfully negotiated and overcome, one is able to see 
vibrators (vibrating), a recorder (recording), a drill (drill
ing), and numerous "expat" and Egyptian personnel scur
rying in all directions and toiling under a rapidly warming 
Egyptian sunrise that announces the arrival of another 
long, hot, Western working day. 

Party V-20, working on a concession in the southern 
Sinai Peninsula, is in action. It must seem a strange set-up 
to the few local inhabitants of this desolate, barren, yet 
historic area as these strange, mechanical contraptions rat
tle and splutter their way across tracks that once, long ago, 
are said to have witnessed the passing of Moses after he had 
led his followers from captivity by parting the waters of the 
Red Sea (Gulf of Suez) to spend a long period of time 
wandering the mountains of Sinai. There he received the 
Ten Commandments on Mount Horeb (Sinai) and a vision, 

7 
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ship and from which he received a bachelor of arts degree in 
math. Chester and wife Ellen, who teaches kindergarten, 
have two children: Don, a finance and management major 
at the University of Texas, who will graduate this month 
(December); and Faison, a senior at Dulles High School in 
Stafford, Texas, who will graduate in May. When Chester is 
not at work, not involved with Far East and Australian op
erations, he plays golf and, retaining his interest in football 
from his college days, roots for the Houston Oilers. 

Orval has also spent a great deal of time traveling for the 
Company since he was hired on July 25, 1966, as an instru
ment trainee. By his count he has been in and out of 70 
countries while becoming a digital engineer, instrument 
supervisor and area instrument supervisor, manager of field 
services, supervisor, and, in 1976, area manager of the 
Western United States and Alaska marine operations. It was 
in 1974 that Orval elected to transfer from field service to 
operations, and, as his recent promotion will attest, it was 
obviously a happy choice. 

Orval was born in Hope, Arkansas, and studied petro
leum engineering at both the University of Oklahoma and 
Arkansas A & M before he joined the United States Air 
Force, where he spent four years. Following his discharge, 
he was hired by Western in Shreveport, Louisiana. 

Orval and wife Lynne have two children, Scott, 16, and 
Jeffrey, 10. All of them are interested in skiing and so count 
themselves. fortunate that they live in Colorado. Lynne alsO 
likes bridge while Orval enjoys playing golf. 

The PROFILE congratulates Chester and Orval on their 
recent promotions and wishes them every success in th 
future. 
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Partv V-20 Explores in 

THE 'LAND OF MOSES' 

- ---~-----

Party V-20's vibrators trek across the Sinai Desert, their tire tracks scrawling impermanent records of their passage in the shifting sands. 

Story and Photos by Walter R. Martin 

P ARTY V-20-In the Land of Moses. It is 4 o'clock in the 
morning, before the desert sun has risen to cast its yel

low brilliance across the land. A soft, cool breeze gently 
ripples over all, and nothing stirs. Suddenly the banshee 
wail of a siren splits the darkness. Is it a fire? Is it an air 
raid? No, it is just the cook in Party V-20's kitchen, an
nouncing to all that breakfast awaits those stalwarts who 
have the constitution to consume food at that ungodly hour. 

Out they come, emerging from their comfortable bunks, 
rubbing sleep from bleary eyes as they prepare to attend to 
the business of the day. Frantic activity ensues as an assort
ment of odd-looking vehicles cough and splutter into life, 
to be loaded with equipment and personnel before hurtling 
out of camp to all points of the compass, leaving only a 
cloud of dust and a pleasant silence to advertise their 
passing. 

After a short period in time, when wadis (dry streams), 
sand dunes, and various other natural -hazards have been 
successfully negotiated and overcome, one is able to see 
vibrators (vibrating), a recorder (recording), a drill (drill
ing), and numerous "expat" and Egyptian personnel scur
rying in all directions and toiling under a rapidly warming 
Egyptian sunrise that announces the arrival of another 
long, hot, Western working day. 

Party V-20, working on a concession in the southern 
Sinai Peninsula, is in action. It must seem a strange set-up 
to the few local inhabitants of this desolate, barren, yet 
historic area as these strange, mechanical contraptions rat
tle and splutter their way across tracks that once, long ago, 
are said to have witnessed the passing of Moses after he had 
led his followers from captivity by parting the waters of the 
Red Sea (Gulf of Suez) to spend a long period of time 
wandering the mountains of Sinai. There he received the 
Ten Commandments on Mount Horeb (Sinai) and a vision, 
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via a burning bush (still in existence and growing at the 
monastery of Santa Katrina). In an area of relatively flat, 
rock-strewn desert between the stark and foreboding moun
tains of "Gebel Umm Shaumar" and the Gulf of Suez, Party 
V-20 appears to have gotten its act together after minimal 
initial problems with some new pieces of equipment. 

A highly international yet fairly stable crew, Party V-20 
is comprised of a blend of new and not-so-new Western 
employees, whose expertise in their own particular fields, 
combined with good, local (Egyptian) personnel, ensures 
that the men remain happy while producing the "goods." 
With Observer John Narang (Pakistan}, Observer/Party 
Manager Roberto Picchiani (Italy), and Junior Observer 
Ray Kerrigan (United Kingdom) in the new triple-8 record
er, plus the experience of Vibrator Mechanics Joe Micallef 
(Malta) and Mahmoud El Menyawi (Egypt), Vibrator 
Technician Wayne Wheatcraft (United States}, and 
Mechanic Justin Hyams (United Kingdom) attending to 
the needs of our six vibrators, work is going very well. 

In conjunction with, but usually as far as possible from, 
the vibrators, we have our air/water rig, with Driller Wally 
Martin (United Kingdom) and Trainee Driller Hassan 

8 

Left-Junior Observer Ray Kerrigan is intent on the 
read·out he Is receiving from Party V-20's recorder. 

Below-A cluster of trailers marks the site of Party 
V·20's camp In the southern Sinai Peninsula in Egypt. 

Left-The cable buggy 11 unusual look Ing, but It doe1 
yeoman job of laying fines In Egypt for Party V-20. 
low-Mechanic Peter Hockey {right), with Egyptian 
chanic Gaber Mahmoud, unloads Party V·20's suppl! .. 

Above-Field Supervisor Mike Villoutreix communicates with the 
Party V-20 field crew, working in the southern Sinai Peninsula. 

Right-Party V-20 Vibrator Technician Wayne Wheatcroft , who 
Is acting extremely camera-shy, and Observer/Party Manager 
Roberto Plcchlani discuss the Interrelation between the vibra· 
tors and the recorder while working with the crew in Egypt. 

lelow-Fleld Supervisor Mike Vllloutreix (without shirt) is at 
work in Egypt "surrounded" by Party V-20 vibrator operators. 

Hemdan (Egypt) thrashing their way into numerous up
holes. Also there are even more numerous shot holes for 
weathering Observer Farid Khayati (Tunisia) to produce 
some interesting data. 

In this particular concession, which is situated in a pre
viously "Israel occupied" area, there are one or two relics 
of warlike activity, such as mines, bombs, shells, and 
various other nasty pieces of war material lying around; so 
we are pleased to have the services of two vastly experi
enced ex-United States Special Forces men, Calvin Thomas 
and Luke Emanuel, to co-ordinate and supervise mine clear
ance. (Cal has returned to the states for a while, and we on 
Party V-20 pass on to him our greetings and best wishes.) 
After an area is cleared of exploding debris, out goes the 
mine-clearance crew, and in come the surveyors, Ken Lay 
(United Kingdom}, Andy Moore (Australia), and Mustafa 
Ibrahim (Egypt), arms full of theodolites, levels, survey 
stakes, and the like. They hope to lay out enough line to 
keep us all in business, a task that has caused them very 
few problems thus far. 
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Below-Party V-20 Vibrator Technician Wayne Wheatcroft 
(from the left), Mechanic Justin Hyams, and Vibrator Oper· 
ator William Tawflk Fam await the return of the vibrators. 

Left-Party V-20 Vibrator Operator William Tawfik Fam 
has a drink beside his vibrator while aut with the crew. 

Below-A mine clearance sw-plng crew Inspects a route 
on the Sinai Peninsula for Party V-20's main recording unit. 

Back at base camp, which is situated on a high spot that 
is central to the concession, we find, amid the crackle of 
radio discourse between the crew and the Cairo office 
Field Supervisor Mike Villoutreix (United States), Assistan 
Party Manager Grant Scott (United States), and Analy 
Abdel Hamid Hadadine (Algeria) busily engaged with th 
day-to-day running of the crew. It must be difficult fo 
them, sweating under a hot air conditioner while bei 
continually interrupted by the comings and goings O 

Mechanics Jim Muir (New Zealand) and Peter Hock 
(United Kingdom}, who always appear to be order' 
spare parts or coming to answer a radio summons from 
ailing "buggy" or a sick "Land Rover." 

-

VI ' 

' ----

a._,. 
\..: 

Below-Party V-20, working In Egypt, enjoys a good meal. 

WINTER 1980 

Abave left-Analyst A. B. Hadadlne (left} and Field Su· 
pervl1or Mike Villoutreix are very bu1y In Party V-20'1 
office trailer In Egypt. Abave right-With the view of 
Mount Sinai In the background, a Party V-20 Land Rover 
and a mine clearance vehicle go about their vital dutie1. 

Left-The cable crew remains to pick up cable and flyer1 a1 
Party V-20'1 recording truck mave1 on down the line. 

Also, making frequent office calls we have Camp Boss 
Michael Noshy (Egypt), who looks after all things Egyp
tian, and "Catering and Hygienic Supervisor" Lin Foi Foo 
(Singapore}, who, with Aamer and Fawzi, has the unenvi
able task of overseeing the feeding of the starving hordes . 
They descend, at the siren's call, to munch and gobble their 
way through a veritable maze of culinary masterpieces, 
concoctions to tempt the palates of everyone, regardless of 
the country of origin. 

Thus, with a sunset that defies my meager ability to 
describe, the end of yet another day approaches. As the 
shadows begin to lengthen, the tracks to camp once more 
reverberate with noise as they come alive with vehicles 
heading in, to be fed, fussed over, readied for tomorrow's 
excursion into the dunes and wadis of an area that has re
mained unchanged for a thousand years or more. Here 
progress can be measured by comparing the passing 
Bedouin on a camel to the sight of a super tanker as it 
barges its way arrogantly through the Gulf of Suez or a 
buzzard calling an age-old question as it glides on an invis
ible thermal to a helicopter landing its cargo on an 
offshore platform. 

Now the sunset is gone. All is peaceful, and the desert is 
still. The cool wind will blow for a few hours, until tomor
row, when the sun once more creeps over the horizon and 
we all start again . . . . 
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looking Back in the 

20 YEARS AGO 
Dec mb r 1960 

ORT WESTERN" could be the name of the primitive little 
spot where Party 96, and later Parties 95, 74, and 98, 

established a beachhead on the harborless coast of Spanish 
West Africa. Party 96 crew members include Party 

Below-This surprise birthday card was presented to a long·tlme 
Western employee In 1970. Can you name her? Clue: Har Wast· 
arn career began In Louisiana, but she later moved to Houston. 
Bottom-Two of these man are still working with Western. Can 
you name them? (The third Is Al Laake.) Clue: Thay ware with 
Porty 33 In 1960, and both ore still with the Company in Texas. 2 

These man are still working with the Company. Can you name 
them? Clue: Thay were also on Party 33 In Louisiana In 1960. 

Supervisor Harvey Johnson, Party Chief C. N. (Andy) An
derson, Assistant Party Chief W. F. (Bill) Ross, and Senior 
Computer Palmer L. Larsen. Some of the members of Party 
95 are Supervisor Leo Dunn, Party Chief Jerry Schuller, 
Chief Computer William Hudson, Observers Roger Coker 
and Don Meek, Assistant Observer Jack Litchenberg, and 
Shooters Harry Larrabee and Nuel Putnam. Among those 
on Party 74, the marine part of the operation, were Pa 
Chief Robert L. Nicholls, Shooter Harvey Hearn, and Coo 
George Ebehnoch . ... "M"-Day for Western's move to i 
new headquarters office building in Los Angeles at 933 No 
La Brea A venue, next to the main laboratories and sho 
was August 13 .... Westerners in Italy also packed up 
moved to their new laboratory building in Pescara, Ital 
Western Ricerche Geofisiche inaugurated this new facili 
with the help of Chairman of the Board and Mrs. Hen 
Salvatori, Director of Italian Operations Thomas P. Ma 
ney, Supervisor Antonino Bucarelli, and Party Chi 
William Calledare and Giorgio Forlani. . . . Greeti 
from Mississippi, the home of Miss Americas, the "0 
Miss" Rebels, and one of Western's finest office for 
Party 52, which includes Chief Computers W. G. Lane 
Joe Shivers, Computer Cal Hansbrough, and Party C 
Jim Rush. From Shreveport, Louisiana, Party 52's fi 
crew moved to Monroe, Louisiana, which is located on 
bank of the Ouachita River. Permitman Jack N. Robi 
is still the head fisherman, and late this summer A 

This Italian Is still with Western. Can you name him? Cluet 
Ha was with Porty F-5 In 1960 and still works with Ricarch•• 

Warren returned to the crew after a short stay in the armed 
forces .... The Party F-60 crew in Bethel, Alaska, including 
Party Manager Ken Dobson, Shooter William Cherniak, 
and Jim Neis, was introduced to the tundra, which can best 
be defined as "miles and miles of miles and miles" with water 
every few feet. ... Party 33 in Liberty, Mississippi, earned a 
Safety dinner and went south of the border (that is across 
the fine into Louisiana) for a dinner and dancing at 
Skinney's Nite Club. Party Manager Al Leake presented the 
Safety awards to Monroe Taylor, Harry McGehee, Dwight 
Rich, E. 0. Ross, and Ed Hartwig. Al also received one of 
the awards .... The highlight of the social season for Party 
R-5 in Shreveport, Louisiana, was a steak barbecue at Ford 
Park on Cross Lake. Party Chief J. W. (Wick) Ervin arrived 
early to set up the grills. Others in the party included Wil
liam J. Walz, Don Gregory, Bill Hatton, and Joe D. Shivers 
... . Party Chief Dallas C. Morrow is proud of the new 
quarters of the Los Angeles Data Reduction Center, West
ern's largest and most modern magnetic playback center .... 
Chief Computer Billy 0. Scroggins married the former 
Mary Julia Ceran Camacho, of Bolivia, on July 20 in 
Cochabamba, Bolivia. 

10 YEARS AGO 
Christmas 1970 

Chronicling the locations of Western's main laboratory 
and shops, Jim McCray details the move a year ago (1969) 
from Los Angeles to temporary quarters in Galveston, 
Texas, and this summer from there into especially-built, 
permanent quarters on Galveston's Pelican Island. Adjoin
ing this new, spacious, modern, complete lab and shops at 
the back is a berthing facility, wide enough for two West
ern ships side by side and with a ship-fitting building at 
dockside .... Among those settling in at their new Pelican 
Island "home" are: W. B. (Bill) Fazakerly, manager of the 
lab; Assistant Manager John Mollere; Supervisors Mack 
Towns, John Maines, and Bill Sullivan; Assistant Super
visor Bill Liberty; Instrument Supervisors Ben Niehenke 
and Walter T. Ross; Foremen Sid Johnston, Jack Graham, 
and Earl Floyd; Sam Dotson; Accounting Department 
Manager Roland Broughton and Supervisor Pete Pacheco; 
and Purchasing Supervisor Vic Reginald . ... The marine 
transport division, with Manager R. L. (Bob) Nicholls and 
Marine Supervisor Dan Crissman, joined the "Galveston 
bunch" in late 1969 after Hurricane Camille had devastated 
ts former base, Pascagoula, Mississippi. Then, around 
Christmas time, John Paul Jones and his machines came 
from Shreveport, Louisiana, to take over a corner of our 
temporary Galveston facility .... On August 2, with Hur
ricane Celia threatening, the new Pelican Island facility 

layed host to a gala open house. Celia never arrived, but 
))proximately 600 Westerners and their families from 
ouston did .... While cautioning Westerners to act safe
' Chet Hale mentioned some of the more unusual hazards 

. 
n' 
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In 1960, to show all units of a seismic field craw In a single 
picture, Party 32 placed oll of its equipment in a small area 5 
near Bakersfield, California, for the photo. One of the front 
five man 11 still with Western. Con you spot, and name, him? 

that they encounter in various parts of the world, such as: 
snow blindness and frostbite (North Slope); poisonous 
snakes, piranhas, and electric eels (South American 
jungles); sandstorms (deserts); reefs, sharks, and 16-foot 
waves (various oceans); and even fox, cattle, and rabbits 
(farm areas) .... Margaret Hale, Western's "No. 1 Lady," 
was indeed surprised when John Russell led her into the 
darkened and crowded conference room of the Houston 
office for the secretly- and carefully-planned birthday 
party on August 28. Bob Morris drew the clever many-sig
natured, many-caricatured, super-giant birthday card .... 
As the year 1970 draws to a close, the membership of 
Western's "25-Year Club" numbers 35 with the addition 
this quarter of Mack E. Towns, T. J. Phillips, and James 
W. Rush. 
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Two of these five man are still working with Western. Can you 
6 name them? Clue: Thay ware bowling with Party R·5 In 1960. 
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temporary Galveston facility .... On August 2, with Hur
ricane Celia threatening, the new Pelican Island facility 

layed host to a gala open house. Celia never arrived, but 
))proximately 600 Westerners and their families from 
ouston did .... While cautioning Westerners to act safe
' Chet Hale mentioned some of the more unusual hazards 
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In 1960, to show all units of a seismic field craw In a single 
picture, Party 32 placed oll of its equipment in a small area 5 
near Bakersfield, California, for the photo. One of the front 
five man 11 still with Western. Con you spot, and name, him? 

that they encounter in various parts of the world, such as: 
snow blindness and frostbite (North Slope); poisonous 
snakes, piranhas, and electric eels (South American 
jungles); sandstorms (deserts); reefs, sharks, and 16-foot 
waves (various oceans); and even fox, cattle, and rabbits 
(farm areas) .... Margaret Hale, Western's "No. 1 Lady," 
was indeed surprised when John Russell led her into the 
darkened and crowded conference room of the Houston 
office for the secretly- and carefully-planned birthday 
party on August 28. Bob Morris drew the clever many-sig
natured, many-caricatured, super-giant birthday card .... 
As the year 1970 draws to a close, the membership of 
Western's "25-Year Club" numbers 35 with the addition 
this quarter of Mack E. Towns, T. J. Phillips, and James 
W. Rush. 
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Two of these five man are still working with Western. Can you 
6 name them? Clue: Thay ware bowling with Party R·5 In 1960. 
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The Western Europa's 905-cubic-inch array is do ing its job. PARTY 102-NORTH SEA . . . 

KEITH DEMPSTER, Reporter-Photographer 

Hello from the much-traveled, bright orange Western 
Europa. This past year has seen the Europa successfully 
overcoming the initial teething problems of being fitted with 
Western air guns. These guns have now been reflected off 
rocks along the length and breadth of the North Sea and 
southwestern approaches as the Europa "pops" here and 
there. Ensuring a steady supply of air to our 905-cubic-inch 
array has been the responsibility of Gun Mechanics PETER 
SHORROCK, Roo SKINNER, and PAUL TAYLOR. At the 
business end Gun Operators TIM SHEEHAN (now on the 
Karen Bravo) and SrnvE COLLEY (now an observer), Gun 
Mechanic ERICK WHITLOCK, and Assistant Gun Mechanic 
RICK RAITHATHA have kept the guns in fine shooting order. 
These guns are a high-maintenance item, and all credit 
must go to the gunners for their endeavors. 

The year 1979 seems to have been a good one for storms. 
In August the Europa's fine production run was inter
rupted by the violent storm that took 15 lives and many 
boats during the 28th running of the classic Fastnet Race, a 
605-mile yacht race from England's Isle of Wight to the 
south coast of Ireland and back to Plymouth, considered 

Party 102 Assistant Gun Mechanic Paul Ditton (from the front), 
Technician Trainee Chris Swanston , and Assistant Gun Mechanic 
Nick Fernie are hard at work on the Western Europa 's gun deck. 

Ask Digital Technician Harry Chavies (left) ond Observer Mathew 
O'Connor about the glamor of working on a seismic ship. Here 

to be the ultimate prize in ocean racing. Diligent attention 
to the weather forecasts by the ship's crew ensured that our 
cable and guns were safely aboard by the time the storm 
struck. Shortly after this episode our bow wave was dis
covered by a small group of common dolphins. They are 
far from common off our coast and were a real delight to 
all who watched their antics. 

The run ashore in Falmouth provided us all with a 
chance to relax and recharge our batteries. Back at sea 
again, we were kept on line and heading in the right direc
tion by Navigation Engineer BoB HENDERSON, who was 
always at pains to point out that Sat/Nav were "not lost." 

For a short period from July to January the Western 
Europa also boasted onboard processing facilities. Good 
use was made of this equipment by Geophysical Analyst 
GENE STORIE and Junior Observer KEITH DEMPSTER. The 
whole system was kept up and running by Digital Techni
cian HARRY CHA VLES. On one occasion when the Western 
Europa was entering Aberdeen in particularly high seas, 
the plotter sheared its retaining bolts and proceeded to chase 
Assistant Co-ordinator COLIN REID about the recording 
room. It was apprehended and returned to its mountings 
without mishap. 

Throughout all such "disasters" the recording crew, in
cluding Observers MATHEW O'CONNOR and STEPHEN COLLEY 
and Junior Observers PETER GmBs and MARTY PRICE, con
trolled their coffee mugs (the Europa tends to roll) and kept 
our "pops" logged, tapes changed, and heads cleaned. Also 
maintaining a friendly and helpful eye on these were Assis
tant Co-ordinators ScoTT BARRIE and COLIN REID. Leading 
the way through the chaos were Co-ordinators ADRIAN MIL
LER and PAT (WHAT'S THE STATUS) O'SULLIVAN. 

The weather was all that one could expect in the North 
Sea last winter-stormy. Christmas day, however, was calm 
and productive; so the Christmas fare, provided by Cooks 
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they are In the North Sea on the Western Europa's back deck, 
buffeted by the spray of an angry surf smashing over the stern. 

Navigation Engineer Bob Henderson is giving the photographer a 
serious look, ins isting that Sat/Nov are positively not lost! 

Western Europa Technician Trainee Chris Swanston checks the 
wiring on the cable reel to ensure that everything remains dry. 
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It is Christmas time 1979 and Assistant Gun Mechanic Nick Fernle 
(left) and Assistant Co-ordinator Co lin Reid survey the Christ
mas repast as it vanishes in the Western Europa's ga lley. 

EDDIE REILLY and ROGER SHAW and Junior Observer DAVID 
BURNS, was a real treat, much appreciated by the entire crew. 

Assistant Co-ordinator ScoTT BARRIE'S special pet, the 
illusory ship's cat, "Trixi," is still confounding new hires 
with her activities in the air-conditioning ducts. 

Congratulations go from all of the crew to ERICK WHIT
LOCK on his marriage, and we all wish him and his bride a 
long and happy future. Co-ordinator PAT O'SULLIVAN has 
just this week become the proud father of a little girl- best 
wishes to both him and his wife. Co-ordinator ADRIAN 
MILLER has left us to pursue his career elsewhere; we wish 
him the best of luck for the future. 

PARTY 65-HOUSTON, TEXAS .•• 

G. M. (MIKE) SHOUP, Reporter-Photographer 

Party 65 and the Western Cay continue to work in the 
Gulf of Mexico on a long-term contract, which has encom
passed areas from Brownsville, Texas, to the Mississippi 
River. 

In-depth training on Party 65 has paid off for a number 
of crew members since our last report in the PROFILE. 
Observer JIM TERRY, after spending some time at Litton 
Resources Systems (LRS) on Party 65's upcoming new in-

struments, was promoted to party manager and has taken 
over Party 75. Observer ERNIE RENNER has been transferred 
to a number of other crews and has worked as a co-ordina
tor relief. AQUAPULSE®-source Gunner JrM HARVEY le ft 
us for compressor school and was subsequently transferred 
to Party 127 and the Western Narrows, an air-gun crew, 
after returning from vacation in Australia. Assistant Ob
server H. E. (CHIP) HUTSON went to Party 75. 

With these departures, other crew members of Party 65 , 
under the direction of Party Manager G. M. (MIKE) 
SHOUP, have filled the gaps very well . Observer TOMMY 
HARALSON has relieved Co-ordinator JAMES (Bo) WILKER
SON upon occasion, along with taking over the senior ob
server responsibilities. Assistant Observer JAMES (STONEY) 
SCHAEFFER is sharing the observer duties with Assistant 
Observers A. W. (BILLY) KORNMAN and DAVID STONE. R. 
J. (BUBBA) RYLANDER became our chief AQUAPULSE 
gun mechanic after JIM HARVEY left; and our other gun
ners, BILL JORDAN, ANTHONY SKRMETTI, and new crew 
member JoHN ANDERSON, keep those eight guns poppin'. 

Above-Party 65 Assistant 
er David Stone (from th 
Helper Roger Perk , and 
Tommy Haralson are loadl 
from the Western Cay on 
during the ship's lnstrum 
change ancf gene ral main 
Galveston, Texas. Left 
docked In Galveston, Te 
Western Cay Is fitted w 
cable by Party 65 Obse 
(Tommy) Haralson (from 
Helper Rager Perk, Stan 
helm, Assistant Observer 
(Biiiy) Kornman, Helper J 
derson. and Assistant 
James Schaeffer (near ca 

Above-All of the new instruments are in place In the recording 
room after the Western Cay 's re- rigging at the Galve ston dock. 

Top right-Party 65 Field Supervisor Julius A. Rasmussen (left) and 
Instrument Technician Albert Sanders are unloading a new piece 
of equipment for the Western Cay , In port at Galveston , Texas. 

lght-The Wes tern Cay's cable reel Is repainted by Party 65 
Helper John Anderson (facing camera) and other crew members 

general overhaul of the ship, docked In Galveston, Is completed. 

w-Removlng old cable from the Western Cay at the wharf In 
alveston, Texas, are Party 65 Assistant Observer James Schaef

(left), Helper John Anderson (center), and Co-ordinator 
mes (Bo) Wilkerson. Instrument changes and general repair 

repared the ship for continuing work In the Gulf of Mexico. 

New on Party 65 are Electronic Technician ALBERT 
SANDERS and another assistant observer, ROBERT PERK. 

Certainly one of the reasons for Party 65's successful 
operation in the last year has been the continued efforts of 
Cook HERMAN SHORTER. HERMAN has spent his length of 
service with Western (over seven years now) on Party 65, 
and his reputation is well known among the Gulf Coast 
crews. The quality of the meals that he has served has gone 
a long way in keeping up the morale. 

Early in March the Western Cay docked in Galveston, 
and we completely de-rigged the recording room, removing 
our 100-channel LRS-888. We literally started from the 
deck up and have just transformed our old recording room 
into a modern lab with new LRS instruments. Field Super
visor ART TEUTSCH and Instrument Supervisor JOE CLEGG 
spent many hours accomplishing this task. 

While the recording room work was going on, the 
marine and seismic crews worked very hard doing mainte-
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Right-Party 65 Captain Milton Broussard watches Mate 
Gary Leleaux and Assistant Observer David Stone paint 
the Western Cay's hull during the thorough overhaul. 

nance on the ship, the engine room, and the seismic equip
ment. Captain MILTON BROUSSARD, Marine Engineer M. 
R. (PETE) GuzzETTI, and Mate GARY LELEAUX worked 
continuously repainting the Western Cay. Marine Engineer 
JOHN LITCHFIELD worked with Port Engineer RoN BICK
HAM and Assistant Port Engineer KEN KAUK in over
hauling the starboard main engine and dealing with other 
engine room problems. 

Prior to sailing, the Western Cay's staff returned to 
make sure that everything was in order. This group is 
headed by MALCOLM LELEAUX, who has just returned after 
a few months' illness. Other members include Marine 
Engineer CARL HALL, III, and Mates BUFORD BRATTON, 
MARK BowEN, and TONY O'CALLAGHAN. 

The Western Cay sailed March 24 to run a deep-water 
signature test and to begin work offshore Texas. 

PARTY V-2-COLBY, KANSAS 

DAVID MILLER, Reporter 
RICHARD ZOWIE and DAVID MILLER, Photographers 

Merry Christmas to all Westerners, and to all a good 
life. We on Party V-2 have been thinking of snow all sum-

Party V·2 Manager H. D. (Slick) Watts and his wife, Jeanette, 
are smiling happily during a birthday party held for Slick. 

mer. In June, July, August, and September the heat of a 
Kansas sun and the dust of the Great Plains often made us 
think of the cool, white crystals of winter. 

At this time it seems appropriate for all Westerners to re
flect (no pun intended) on recent news instead of on the 
subsurface geology of our respective locations around the 
world; so, in the tradition of the WESTERN PROFILE, we, 
the crew of Party V-2, based in Colby, Kansas, would like 
to report on our recent trials, trails, and tribulations. 

First, there are some new faces on the crew, and we 
would like to introduce and recognize all of our personnel 
because seismic exploration is not possible without good 
people to man each phase of the field operations. 

Party V-2's field operations run smoothly under the 
direction of Party Manager H. D. (SLICK) WATTS, a veteran 
of 28 years of geophysical exploration. SLICK is assisted by 
Geophysical Trainee DA YID MILLER, a new hire from the 
University of Pittsburgh, where he earned a B.S. degree in 
geology. 

The ability of Permit Agent WILLARD RACHAL to deal 
with the hard-line, conservative, midwestern landowners is a 
gift that is truly unique and one of WILLARD'S trademarks. 

Below-"Pool sharks" ready to take on all comers are Vibrator 
Operators George Korobka (from the left) and Rafael Diaz-Mala
gon, Vibrator Mechanic Richard Zowie, and Vibrator Operator 
Joe Garcia. Bottom-Observer Chris Neff holds down the table 
during his turn to play following the production steak din ner 
for Party V-2 that was held at the VFW Hall in Colby, Kansas. 

Top-Party Manager H. D. (Slick) Watts (center) has presented 
1-year Safety Awards to Party V-2 Surveyor Dan Mainus (left) 
and Rodman Jim Duryea. Middle-Posing with Slick (right) after 
receiving 1-year Safety Awards are Vibrator Operator George 
Korobka (left) and Cab le-truck Driver Mike Staley. Above
Proud recipients of 1-year Safety Awards are Party V-2 Vibrator 
Operators Rafael Diaz·Malagon (from the left) and Bill Neff and 
Vibrator Mechanic Richard Zowie, a 20·year Western veteran. 

WILLARD, by the way, also has a gift for golf; and when not 
lining up prospective landowners, he can be found lining up 
birdie putts on the local links. 

Once the prospect has been permitted, Surveyor DANNY 
MArnus, who is to go to a new crew in Arkansas to assume 
the duties of permit agent; his brother, Surveyor HAROLD 
MAINus; and Rodman JIM DURYEA "shoot-em-up" to aid the 
processors in static corrections. Despite the fact that maxi-
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mum relief ranges from 30 to 300 feet in five miles, the sur
veyors refuse to be called "flatlanders" and feel confident in 
their ability to survey in any location. 

The recording crew, led by a seasoned veteran, Observer 
CHRIS NEFF, and a new hire out of the Ohio Institute of 
Technology, Junior Observer DARRELL STROMBERG, consists 
of Cable-truck Drivers KENNY (TARDY) JOHNSON and MIKE 
(X) STALEY, who lead "Geophone Placement Engineers" and 
Cable-rollers TIM ANDERSON' MANLEY MAINUS, KENNY 
BURROUS, and ROGER CHADWICK down the right side of the 
fence, be it through dusty miles of plowed fields or acres of 
parched wheat stubble. Our seismic data quality control and 
cable inventory are handled by Cable Pusher DEWAYNE 
(DUKE) ANDERSON, who works closely with CHRIS NEFF to 
assure good data on every channel. Helpers NANCY WATTS, 
from Monroe, Louisiana, and CINDY NEFF, CHRIS' wife, 
take care of the cable repairs to keep DUKE and CHRIS 
supplied with plenty of good cables and flyers. 

At the end of August the recording crew lost some good 
people to the call of higher education. DONNY WATTS, a jug 
hustler with six years of summer experience, trekked to 
Monroe, Louisiana, to complete his final year in the civil 
engineering curriculum at Northeastern Louisiana. Helpers 
JIM SCHOTT, II, and WAYNE MAINUS braved the Greyhound 
bus back to Pennsylvania to crack the books at Penn State 
and the Indiana University of Pennsylvania, respectively; 
and Helper PEDRO DIAZ-ARELLANO, son of Vibrator Opera
tor RAFAEL DIAZ-MALAGON, enrolled in the Goodland Vo
Tech to study electronics. TIM PAUL (out of Galeton, Penn
sylvania), RAMIRO DIAZ, PAMELA STALEY, and JoHNNY 
GARCIA were hired to replace our valuable summer help. 

This summer the vibrators of Party V-2 operated in the 
heat and dust on the plains of Kansas; and Vibrator Me
chanic RICHARD Zowrn, a 20-year veteran of Western, kept 
a watchful eye on them to spot and correct trouble before it 
could cause Vibrator Operators JOE GARCIA, GEORGE 
KoROBKA, RAFAEL MALAGON, and BILL NEFF to be off the 
line. It proved to be a chore just to keep clean filters on our 
vibrators, and the operators and mechanic deserve a hearty 
slap on the back for a job well done. 

Helper Tim Anderson (left) outlines the sketch for the afternoon 
while Party V·2 Helpers Donny Watts (from the left), Ramiro 
Diaz, Jim Schott, II, and Greg Wornkey make some comments. 
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mum relief ranges from 30 to 300 feet in five miles, the sur
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Helper Tim Anderson (left) outlines the sketch for the afternoon 
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Diaz, Jim Schott, II, and Greg Wornkey make some comments. 



Party V·2's survey crew, consisting of Rodman Jim Duryea (from 
the left) and Surveyors Dan and Harold Mainus , sits in the shade 
of one of the few trees around as they are marking pin flags. 

Below-As Cable-truck Driver Mike Staley (top left) shows his 
physique, Party V-2 Helpers Kenny Burrous (front row, from the 
left), Manley Mainus, Tim Paul , Pedro Diaz-Arellano (back row, 
center), and Wayne Mainus squint into the bright Kansas sun. 

Fully 50% of the members of Party V-2 were eligible for 
and received Safety Awards this summer. We enjoyed pro
duction steak dinners at the VFW in Colby in July and 
August. Also, RICHARD Zowrn received his 20-Year Service 
Pin. In more socially-related news, GEORGE KoROBKA and 
VIRGINIA FERGUSON were married last December 24 in Las 
Vegas, Nevada, where they also honeymooned. GEORGE 
proved to be a winner in more ways than one. DUKE and 
DEANN ANDERSON celebrated the first birthday of their son, 
TREVOR, on July 27 while vacationing in Colorado Springs, 
Colorado. SucK WATTS and his wife, JEANETTE, visited 
friends in Oklahoma and went back home to Monroe on a 
two-week vacation at the end of August. KENNY JoHNSON 
and JIM DURYEA had a good time vacationing in the 
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Top-Party V·2's vibrators are in a grasshopper row adjacent to 
a plowed field in western Kansas. The vibrator operators, each 
standing on the steps of his machine, are Joe Garcia (from the 
front), Rafael Diaz-Malagon, George Korobka, and Bill Neff. 
Above-Enjoying one another at the production steak dinner for 
Party V-2 at the VFW Hall in Colby, Kansas, are Permit Agent 
Willard Rachal (from the left); Cable Pusher DeWayne (Duk•) 
Anderson and his wife, DeAnn (standing); Coble-truck Driver Mike 
Staley and his embarrassed wife, Pam; Cable-truck Driver Kenny 
Johnson; Shirley Rachal ; Virginia Korobka; and Jeanette Watts. 

mountains of Colorado. JoE GARCIA spent his time off.in 
his hometown, Beeville, Texas, and returned with his cousin, 
JOHNNY GARCIA, to work on the recording crew. If these 
people had the same enthusiasm for vacations as they do 
for work, then they surely had a good time. 

That is the news from Party V-2 in Colby. We look for· 
ward to reading about our colleagues from around the 
world in the PROFILE and shall send along any new devel· 
opments for the next issue. We wish all of Western's crews 
a safe and productive year in 1981. Happy New Year! 

PARTY V·3-BEEVILLE, TEXAS 

JO E and PENNY ROSAS, Reporters 

"Vibroseis"® crews have a basic chemistry for success. In 
south Texas Party V-3 faces its fair share of obstacles, 
which are primarily cultural. People with different customs 
and languages are drawn by the warm winters and the 5um
mer beaches to the south Texas region . Come walk with us 
as we meet the members of a team that has taken these prob
lems and dealt with them - and very success fully at that. 

As we enter the front door of the Beeville, Texas, office, 
we find Party V-3 Cable Repairman KIKO GARZA giving 
the geophones their quarterly check. Though time-con
suming and tedious, checking the geophones is of utmost 
importance in maintaining the fine quality data that is pro
duced by this crew. Walking through the warehouse, we see 
Vibrator Operator MANUEL GONZALES, who, as a mechanic, 
is working miracles on a Company vehicle. MANUEL'S per-

Party V-3 Permit Agent Jim Blair (center) receives his 25-Year 
Safety Award from Manager-South Texas Roscoe Sullivan (right) 
a1 Party Manager Keith Jones looks on. A 25-year Safety Award is 
even more unusual than a 25-year service pin. Congratulations I 

sonality is very pleasing because of his smiles and jokes; but 
when it comes to his work, MANUEL is very serious. 

Going into the back office, we run into new Permit Agent 
MARK HORTON. MARK, from Houston, has fast become a 
vital part of our organization. Next to him is Permit Agent 
JIM BLAIR, who is most experienced. JIM'S slow drawl belies 
his quick mind, which makes many important decisions. 
Also sharing the office is Field Clerk TIM LAGONEGRO, a 
New York transplant. It is TIM'S job to handle the formid
able amount of paperwork that is required to keep the crew 
operating. Working very closely with TrM is Party Manager 
KEITH JONES. Despite the large amount of program planning, 
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KEITH still finds the time to talk to all of the crew members 
on a one-to-one basis. 

Outside we see that things have really started buzzing as 
the crew prepares to move out. Surveyors DUANE EUDY, 
JEFF BREON, and ALAN RINEHART, with their helpers, RICK 
REYES, JAIME MARTINEZ, ERNESTO CARABAJAL, ARTURO 
CARABAJAL, and ROBERT SIMS, find it difficult to stay ahead 
of the fast-moving recording crew. Over there, tending to 
the service truck, is Vibrator Mechanic STEVE BERNAL. 
After checking the reserves of oil, fuel, filters, and spare 
parts, STEVE still manages to inform his vibrator crew of the 

April LeAnne Harris was born an April 2 at Memorial Hospital 
in Beeville, Texas , weighing 7 pounds, 4 ounces. She is the 
daughter of Lori and Charles Harris and the first granddaugh· 
ter of Party V-3 Permit Agent Jim Blair and his wife, Marvene. 

day's happenings; and, with operators like MINGO, ToNY, 
SENOBIO, WOODSTOCK, and CUBA, that is not an easy task! 

Here comes DENNIS RINEHART, our conscientious observ
er, looking for sketches for his crew and the program's 
parameters. With assistance from Cable Pusher HIPOLITO 
GARZA and Helpers ENRIQUE (LITTLE HENRY), BRAULIO, 
and CLEMENTE GARZA, DENNIS' worries are eased 
substantially. 

Well, there they go. They are off to the field to meet new 
challenges and to deal with them. Working together for the 
good of the team is what a successful field crew is all 
about. No mechanical novelty will be able to replace the 
human element in a field crew. The basic key is people, all 
kinds of people. 

Speaking of people, a big event in JIM and MARVENE 
BLAIR'S lives happened at 6:25 A.M. on April 2 when they be
came grandparents for the first time. APRIL LEANNE made 
her appearance at the Memorial Hospital in Beeville, weigh
ing 7 pounds, 4 ounces. The proud parents of APRIL are 
LORI and CHARLES HARRIS, of Corpus Christi, Texas. Both 
grandparents are reportedly doing fine. 

Party V-3 Permit Agent JoE RosAs was married to PENNY 
McCoRMICK on the evening of December 29 (1979) at 
Conway Avenue Baptist Church in Mission, Texas. Party 
Manager KEITH JONES served as best man, and CAROL 
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McCORMICK attended her sister as maid of honor. The 
Reverend Francisco Gaytan performed the double-ring 
ceremony, and a reception at the church followed. The 
couple took a honeymoon trip to Arizona and California. 

The new permit agent for Party V-3, MARK HORTON, re
cited marriage vows with TAMARA WELLINGS, of Houston, 
during their afternoon wedding on April 19. The double
ring ceremony took place at the United Methodist Church 
in Missouri City, Texas, with a reception following. MARK 
and TAMI spent their honeymoon on South Padre Island, 
Texas. 

Well, we are glad you could "walk along," and the wish 
for you from the crew members of P arty V-3 is: May it 
never rain on your program. 

PARTY FV-.47-HINTON, ALBERTA, 
CANADA 

KARL WALKDEN, Reporter 
KARL WALKDEN and DARREL ELLIOTT, Photographers 

In spite of the fact that Party FV-47 holds the honored 
distinction of living in the last of Western's aged "fold
outs," morale has remained high during our long winter 
north of Hinton, Alberta. Fortunately the crew made only 
one camp move this winter; and despite some early set
backs during the cold weeks in December, the expertise of 
P arty Manager LARRY BRICK, Vibrator Technician FRANK 
SERA, and Observer WARREN BENEDIK eased the transition 
to the job at hand . 

Beginning in February DARREL ELLIOTT adopted the dif
ficult task of managing a new crew; and although we have 
been keeping a close watch on him, we must be thankful 
for the inspiring words, "e-e-e-ea-sy critter," which have 
become somewhat of a trademark for the camp. 

Party FV-47 was one of three crews working on more 
than 900 miles of spec work. Surveyor DouG CoNACHER 
provided the logistics; and with the help of the rodman, 
VERN McAREAVY; the chainers, KEN WADE and Doua 
SHARP; and the assistants, DouG ROHR and GREG KEITH, 
we could all rest assured that we were at least still within 
Alberta. 

Rookie Vibrator Operators DARRYL GALES and BART 
LEE TATTON, along with seasoned "Shakers" ROGER KAYE, 
KEITH NEARING, and Boe (FROGMAN) LIEN, covered the 
necessary groundwork, maintaining production to the satis
faction of WARREN and FRANK. Although we did have our 
expected turnover of "geopho ne placement engineers" this 
past winter, this too-often-forgotten group, under the 
stern whip of Junior Observer GARY DONALDSON and 
regular Line Drivers WALLY MYERS, BILL DUNCAN, and 
J EAN ROYER, finally came to fore. With this added experi
ence, they will no doubt be hounding for more lucrative 

Above-Vibrator Operator Bob 
is shown working on equlpm• 
Party FV-47's camp near HI 
Alberta. in dense Canadian w 

Left- Untouched drifts of I 
ling snow blanket timber 
lngs with soft mantles of • 
at Party FV·47's camp In H 

positions, particularly CHRIS WILLIAMS, CHRIS (THE 
WIZARD) FRY, WENDEL COVEY, BEN SHWETZ, KELLY 01-
VER, JmiN DIXON, MoNTY JoYcE, and RANDY DIGGINS. 

In keeping with client satisfaction, weathering crew 
Driller KIM WILDFONG and Helper BRIAN WEAVER went the 
distance in-between naps and breakdowns while Observer 
FRED DAHLMAN, Shooter EMILE COTE, Line Driver TIM 
G OMIEN, and J ug H ustlers MIKE KINGDON and H ERB 
H OULE maintained a leisurely pace of 10 shots per mile. 

As fo r the camp staff, all mothers can rest assured that 
excellent meals were provided by P arty FV-47 Cooks DoN 
LINDWALL and P AUL JACK and their assistant, STEVE 
STOROZUK. Despite crowded condi tions, Camp Attendants 
"J UMPIN' " JOE STOCK and GORD BENNETT made sure that 
all was clean and tidy. Dodging gnomes and gnats in the 
silence of the night was shared by RANDY TAYLOR, BoB 
LIEN, and BARRY BRICK . DARYL (GATOR) MCLELLAN, 
returning from a long layoff, kept the supplies moving; 
and we are pleased to announce that DARYL is planning to 
be married sometime this summer. 

Top left-Cook Don Lindwall makes 
meals in the well-stocked galley. 
His menus demonstrate an art form 
much appreciated by Party FV·47. 

Left- Vibrators a re seen moving up 
the line through the heavy timber· 
land near the Party FV-47 camp. 

Below left- Mechanic Bruce Des
marais debates whether or not an· 
other clutch fob is necessary at 
Party FV-47's workshop in Hinton. 

Below-Moving is easier for the 
members of Party FV-47 as they 
live In Canada In one of the last 
"foldout" camps in Company use. 
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Inquisitive Mechanic BRUCE DESMARAIS finally got his 
shop moving and was last seen rampaging through the 
woods yelling, "How do you stop this thing!" As for our 
hard-working, floating Fuel-truck Driver RoN PETERS, he 
left a few days ago and was last seen on Highway 40, 
toothbrush and cigarette in hand, starry-eyed and head 
shaking while repeating, "Going to Calgary . .. going to 
Calgary . . . going to Calgary." 

PARTY 8-BAKERSFIELD, CALIFORNIA 

TONY DALLAS, Reporter 
PAULYN DALLAS, Photographer 

It has been quite a while since you have heard from 
Party S. As a matter of fact, this will be the last time that 
you will hear from us as Party S because it has been changed 
to a vibrator crew and renamed Party V-42. Before the 

Party 8 Cable-truck Driver Dave Mcintyre is among those check
ing the line to make sure that the sheep did not eat the cables 
that had been laid out for the day by the California-based crew. 

Having caught up with the Party 8 drills, Observer Tony Dallas 
(on steps) drinks coffee and counts sheep out in the field 
while Assistant Observer Mitch Pasinski is keeping a record. 

separation of the crew, however, we managed to take a few 
snapshots, which we are sharing with you. 

Party S had been busy yo-yoing up and down the state of 
California. Our office was located in Willows, a little town 
in northern California. We spiked out of Rio Vista, which 
has cool summers and a beautiful landscape of rolling 
hills. Some of the other towns that we had the privilege of 
visiting were Eureka, Lodi, Tracy, Modesto, Turlock, and 
also the capital of California, Sacramento. Party S's favor
ite was Eureka, a memorable and exquisite town on the 
northwest coast, where crew members and families enjoyed 
the seafood restaurants, bakeries, and antique stores. Some 
of us proved our luck at fishing in the waters around the 
town, which had an abundance of rock cod and sea trout 
during that season. Leaving Eureka was sad. 

Upon our return to home base, we were informed that 
our new base would be Bakersfield, California, which is 
our present location. Party S members and families were 
busy as bees packing for the move to their new home, and 
we moved to Bakersfield in January 1979. There we dis
covered that our party manager, B. W. (RED) BROWN, was 
hired by Western in this very town almost 37 years ago and 
that he has been on the "doodlebug trail" ever since. 

Party S members experienced a very hot summer in 1979 
here in Bakersfield, and most were as brown as berries at 
the end of the season. The crew was then sent to California 
Valley in the Carrizo Plain to spike for the winter. This town 
has one general store with few goods, but our members 

Party 8 crew members enfoyed browsing through the general store 
in California Valley although thQy found the prices a bit high. 

seemed to enjoy browsing in it-and ended up paying the 
high prices! Next to the store there is a restaurant where 
either one eats what is served or goes to the next restauran!, 
which is about 75 miles away. Adjacent to the restaurant is 
the bar - wherever there is a doodle bugger, there is a bar! 
Also on the town map is a motel, which accommodated the 
crew during the stay. 

The Party S fund came into use when Observer ToNY 
DALLAS organized the crew's Christmas dinner party at the 

Above- Eating with gusto during Party S's 1979 Christmas dinner 
In Bakersfield, California, are Driver Mike Philpott (from the 
left), Drill Helper Wayne Brletweiser, and Mary Waldron and her 
husband, Driller William (Blackie) Waldron, among many others. 

Above-En(oylng Party S's Christmas dinner 1979 In Bakersfield 
are, among others, Area Manager Nolen Webb (head of the table) 
and Party Manager B. W. (Red) Brown (left) and his wife, Sandy. 

Left-There was more to the 1979 Christmas party than eating. 
Here Party 9 Driller Blackie Waldron shows off his swing. His 
unidentified partner looks as if she is having some fun, too. 

Below left-Cooks for the last Party 8 barbecue, held in Bakers· 
field, were Surveyor Lee Kurtzwell (left) and Assistant Observer 
Mitch Pasinski. Gathered around and waiting Impatiently for 
their food were Survey Helper Judy Havens (from the left), 
Guest Lorraine Boulden, Field Clerk Sonia Strandberg (behind 
the cooks), and Assistant Party Manager/Permit Agent Kern Craig. 

Hungry Tiger Restaurant in Bakersfield. He wanted the best 
for the crew members and guests; so prime rib was the choice. 
We were honored to have Area Manager NOLEN WEBB with 
us for our party. We were also honored that retired Area 
Manager JoHN ADAMS, now a geothermal consultant, and 
wife KATHERINE could join us for after-dinner drinks. The 
crowd then adjourned to the lounge to dance. 

A barbecue at Hart Park in Bakersfield was the occasion 
for one of Party S's last weekends together. It was a touch
ing scene when Driller WILLIAM (BLACKIE) w ALDRON and 
Driller-Mechanic FRED LEONARD received their going-away 
presents (T-shirts) from Field Clerk SoNJA STRANDBERG. 
Driller-Mechanic Ron LUND was not present to receive his 
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Driller William (Blackie) Waldron holds up the T-shirt he was 
presented at the last Party 8 barbecue. The T-shirt has the 
legend "Blackie the Bullfighter," a title he earned while the crew 
was working up near Eureka, California. It seems that he had 
to challenge a bull to see who would get to drive the rig! 

gift because he had to return to Canada to finish some busi
ness. The weather was in our favor, and the crew and guests 
took the opportunity to show off their sportsmanship by par
ticipating in a baseball game and dart and horseshoe throw
ing. Prizes were awarded to the best sportsman. Surveyor LEE 
KVRTZWEIL and Assistant Observer MITCH PASINSKI were our 
cooks for the day. With a baseball bat in each of their hands, 
they did not receive any complaints about their cooking. 

The crew had finished the last Party 8 line, and the drill
ers and their helpers thus went on to their new assignments. 
A new crew is born; and as Party V-42 the rest of us are 
adapting very well to the new pace of vibrating. 

PARTY 55-BADIN, PAKISTAN ... 

ROBIN WRIGLEY, Reporter and Photographer 

The British general who first captured the Sind for the 
British empire sent back a one-word message to his head
quarters to advise them of his success. It was, simply, 
Pecakarvi (Latin for "I have sinned"), which was a clever 
use of words that, no doubt, impressed his superiors. With 
the summer temperatures currently in the mid-40's° Celsius 
(around 113° Fahrenheit), it is the Party 55 field crew, liv
ing in tents, who feel that they must have sinned to have 
been condemned to what seems to be a form of penal servi
tude! 

By the time this article is published, Party 55 will, more 
than likely, have been dissolved and its crew members dis
persed. On May 27 we celebrated two years in Badin, Paki
stan. It has not been an easy two years, and we have 
learned a lot along the way. 

The expatriate personnel list has changed again since we 
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This Party 55 shooter stops for the camera as he is carrying a 
"backpack" along the line at the prospect near Badin, Pakistan. 

Junior Observer Akhtar Hussain looks up from operating a re· 
corder while working with the Party S5 crew near Badin, Pakistan. 

Much·needed water is being hauled to Party 5S's camp near Badin. 
Pakistan, where the day's temperature reaches 113° Fahrenheit. 

Administrative Assistant Ralph K. Brookes (left) and Field Super· 
visor L. Kenneth Tutt are standing outside Western's offices in 
Karachi. Pakistan. The two men took over the operations for 
Party 55 in Badin, Pakistan, after Resident Manager M. I. {Mel) 
Weidner was transferred to a new Western operation in Syria. 

Administrator Salim Malik is standing in front of one of the 
tents of the Party SS fly camp near Badin, Pakistan. Party 55 had 
been working in the area for over two years with the help 
of Administrator Ma lik and his excellent Pakistani work force. 

last reported to the PROFILE. First and foremost, we lost 
the oldest hand in this operation, Resident Manager M. I. 
(MEL) WEIDNER, who was, much to our regret, transferred 
to a new operation in Syria. Our operation is now headed 
by Field Supervisor KEN TUTT and Administrative Assis
tant RALPH BROOKES. Shooter ERIC TAYLOR is now in 
Sh~rjah, United Arab Emirates, and has been replaced by 
Driller DoN LIVINGSTON, from the Denmark operations. 

WINTER 1980 

Party 55 Observer Bill Osborne has a cold drink after working 
the line in the scorching mid-day heat of summer in Pakistan. 

Party SS Mechanic Laurie Williams (left) and Surveyor Dasun 
Pachu play a game of chess in the Badin, Pak ista n , base camp. 

The States claimed yet another member of our crew, 
Observer LARRY ERICKSON, who went on a long break and 
was later reassigned. Taking LARRY'S place is Junior 
Observer IAN THOMPSON, from the Thailand operations. 

The mechanic workshop is now under the supervision of 
the newly-hired LAURIE WILLIAMS, from Southampton, 
England. Another newcomer is Junior ObseI=¥er LEROY 
KERNS, from Woodbridge, Virginia. Assistant Surveyor 
ZAFAR IQBAL has been promoted to surveyor and has been 
joined, albeit briefly, by the newly-hired DASUN PAcHU, 
from the United Kingdom. Surveyor BILL COLEMAN was 
transferred to the Syrian operation. 

The rest of the crew remains unchanged. They are Ob
server BrLL OSBORNE; Assistant Observer AKHTAR Hus
SAIN; Surveyor GEORGE CAMBRIDGE, who is assistant party 
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manager; Mechanic ARMANDO ARELLANO; and Party Man
ager ROBIN WRIGLEY. 

As this will be the last report from Party 55 in Badin, we 
wish to express our sincere thanks and gratitude to Admin
istrator SALIM MALIK and all of his excellent Pakistani 
work force who have made this operation possible through
out the past two years. 

In all, Party 55 has had over 250 personnel, who have 
done a magnificent job at what has been, at times, a misera
ble task. Therefore, through the pages of the PROFILE, we 
say "thank you" to all of you who are too numerous to name 
individually. Wherever we are sent next, we are surely going 
to miss you. Goodby! 

Western Seo Captain Chris Hamling adlusts the towing signals to 
make ready for another prospect offshore San Benedetto, Italy. 

PARTY 62-SAN BENEDETTO, ITALY . 

PETER CHRISTISON, Reporter-Photographer 

Many changes have taken place in the past few months 
with Party 62-changes of locations and the comings and go
ings of crew members. The Western Sea was in the southern 
North Sea in August 1979, sailing out of the famous English 
holiday resort of Great Yarmouth, Norfolk. In September, 
after a week of repairs in Rotterdam, Holland, we went on to 
the English Channel, where Captain CHRIS HAMLING and his 
crew guided the Western Sea in the wake of Admiral Lord 
Nelson and the HMS Victory, working out of Portsmouth, 
Han ts. 

During December the Western Sea dodged bad weather 
and fishing boats between Portsmouth and Poole, along the 
southern coast of England, and on New Year's Eve 1979 set 
sail for the Mediterranean Sea, through the Bay of Biscay and 
over to Malta for vital supplies. From Malta it was up to 
Tarragona, Spain, where we enjoyed the hospitality of the 
local Spaniards for two months before going off to another 
country and another continent- Tunisia, in north Africa. 

Working out of Sfax, Tunisia, many crew members on 
the shore-based navigation crew, as well as those who took 
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Party 62 Co-ordinator Steve Hurst (left) congratulates Keith 
Prior on his promotion to assistant co·ordlnator. Keith has 
since been promoted again and 11 a full-fledged co-ordinator. 

The Western Seo is docked comfortably in Porto San Benedetto, 
almost ready to sail to southern Italy and the port of Crotone. 

Party Manager Pete Christison (left) may not have learned much 
Italian, but he Is getting his point across to Western Rlcerch• 
Geofisiche's Aldo Patroncino, now on loan to the Western Sea. 

Party 62 Seaman Ryszard Martens keeps the lines in good order 
while aboard the Western Sea offshore San Benedetto, Italy. 

local breaks, found out just how unfriendly camels can be! 
After four weeks in Tunisia it was back to Europe, this time 
to the picturesque town of Porto San Stefano in northwest 
Italy, close to the Island of Elba. There, like Napoleon, 
Navigation Technician SIMON GAPPER, who is the operator 
at the Syledis base station, spent some lonely days and 
nights in' "exile." Luckily, SIMON managed to join us in 
time to head south to the port of Salerno on Good Friday, 
April 4, where the ship worked out of the Bay of Naples. 

During a break in the work out of Salerno, the Western 
Sea sailed back across the Mediterranean for a "quickie" 
offshore northeast Spain out of San Carlos. (By "quickie" 
we mean 10 days over, shooting, and back to Salerno.) 
From Salerno we rounded the island of Sicily, working out 
of Porto Empedocle (you can pronounce that any way you 
like), and traveled up to San Benedetto, offshore northeast 
Italy on the Adriatic Sea. As this is being typed, the ship is 
preparing to sail again, this time to southern Italy and the 
port of Crotone. 

Party 62 Helper Pedro Perex (right) Is helping Cook Cesar Libian 
with some of the many daily chores aboard the Western Seo. 

August 1979 was a big month for PETER CHRISTISON 
when he joined Party 62 as party manager and became a 
father for the first time, both on the same day. His hair is 
getting grayer by the hour; but, thanks to a great crew, he 
still manages to keep his sanity. 

We would also like to welcome two new hires , Helper 
PHILIP FoRACE and Navigation Technician ROBERT JACK
SON, and three transfers to Party 62, Navigation Techni
cian CHARLES STEVENS, Ill, and Helpers GRAHAM ENDERS
BY and RAYMOND CAMILLERI. A former mate on the Hollis 
Hedberg, COLIN REYNOLDS, has joined the ranks of our 
ship crew and, with Seaman R YSZARD MARTENS, is the 
other non-hull native among Captain CHRIS HAMLING, 
Mate HUGH LAFFERTY, and Seaman MIKE TocK. Thanks 
go to all of them for doing a fine job despite frequent gale
force conditions. 

It was our pleasure to have Co-ordinator CRAIG MILNE 
with us for a brief time before his transfer to the Western 
African. Co-ordinator STEVE HURST received much-needed 
help when KEITH PRIOR was promoted to assistant co-ordi
nator and later to co-ordinator. 

PAUL (ELVIS) ELVEY and KIERON (MAC) McGRATH at
tended Syledis technical school in Nantes, France, in Feb
ruary. ELVIS was transferred shortly afterwards to the 
Western Beach in the Seychelles Islands, off the east central 
coast of Africa, where he is a navigation technician; and 
MAc is still with us as a recently-appointed senior navigator. 

Below-Party 62 Navigation Technician Richard Henman looks up 
from a camera monitor while working aboard the Western Seo. 
Bottom-Gun Operator Angelo Cachla puts the final foot of "bull
dog" on one of the guns aboard the Western Seo. He is positive 
that he personally has used enough bulldog to cover the planet. 
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Bottom-Gun Operator Angelo Cachla puts the final foot of "bull
dog" on one of the guns aboard the Western Seo. He is positive 
that he personally has used enough bulldog to cover the planet. 



MULCAHY, Junior Observers RAY SALTER (on loan from a 
land crew) and JoHN WHITEHEAD, Digital Technician FRANK 
Fox, and Helpers GEOFF GooDE and ToNY DYLAN. Naviga
tion was in the competent hands of Navigator JoHN THIER
JUNG and Navigation Technician KEL SAGoo. Cook EDDY 
REILLY and Cook's Helper LEs WRAIGHT did their best to 
overfeed everybody-a plan that the crew of Party 101 was 
only too happy to accept! 

By the end of April the prospect was completed, and the 
Western Beach returned to Santander to load stores, ship off 
the data tapes, and do all of those little chores that nobody 
remembers until someone suggests a visit ashore. 

Early in May 1979 we were still working out of Santander 
but on a prospect off Cape Finisterre, on the northwest tip 
of Spain where the weather was unbelievably bad. It was so 
bad on occasion that it was deemed inadvisable even to leave 
the dock as the Western Beach might never return! The log 
for this period consists entirely of laconic comments like 
"10- to 12-foot seas, 40-knot winds, back to anchorage" for 
day, after day, after day. Seas at 10 to 12 feet were quite 
mild, incidentally; 15 footers were fairly common; and no
body felt like measuring the really big ones! 

Party 101 said goodby to JoHN FARQUHARSON, who de
parted for new pastures during May, and said hello to Co
ordinator RoD LUCAS, who had just returned from a Telseis 
job with Party 181. Observer ToNY DELLIS joined us from 
Party 102, and Digital Technician ROGER BRANCH trans
ferred in from Party 63. 

The Western Beach's bad luck with weather continued 
into June, by which time the crew had developed quite a 
fondness for La Coruna, Spain. (Some people even liked 
the town, as well as the female population.) The prospect 
was out in the shipping lanes off Cape Finisterre; so our 
cable-laying area had to be miles from the prospect for 
safety's sake. Shipping and fishing boats added to our 
problems, as did "drift lines." (These are several hundred 
meters of fishing line that have shorter lines with hooks 
attached and hanging down and that are laid by small boats 
and allowed to drift into the coast, catching fish and seismic 
cable en route.) People were beginning to ask what a shot 
sounded like when it went off. As the ship had not fired a 
shot by mid-June, the job was postponed, and the Western 
Beach headed for Cadiz, Spain, as a staging point on its 
way to Morocco, in North Africa. 

On arrival there, our Syledis base stations were · un
loaded; and after loading shipments of one sort or another, 
the Beach set off for the prospect. The usual cable balanc
ing and repairing "party" was undertaken as our 96-trace 
array switchable cable was back in use. After three-way 
fixes for our Syledis system, the Western Beach was back 
in business on June 25, but, sadly, not for long as the job 
was completed on June 27! 

The ship then returned to Tangier to unload data. On 
leaving there we broke our run to Malta to survey some test 
lines for another client. We dropped this data off in Ali
cante, Spain, and continued our journey to Malta. 

Fully stocked with MAXIPULSE® equipment, we set off 
from Malta for Party lOl's normal happy hunting ground
the Gulf of Suez. After passing through the Suez Canal, 
pursued by bumboats selling anything from prayer mats to 
hi-fi systems with the inevitable cries of "baksheesh" (a tip), 
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the Western Beach set off down the gulf for Ras Shukheir
several cartons of cigarettes short! 

After a brief stop in Ras Shukheir, a thriving and fasci
nating metropolis consisting of miles of pipelines, oil-storage 
tanks, prefabricated buildings, sand, dust, flies, more sand, 
and even more flies, we moved south to Gemsa. Several "old 
hands" from previous Egyptian campaigns were pleased to 
revisit the "Gemsa Arms," a delightful watering hole consist
ing of a very large packing case plus a few chairs. Rumors of 
a "lounge bar" were false, though, as the second packing 
case had not turned up. 

After some delays (mainly waiting for our Egyptian 
security representative) and completely rebalancing the 
cable for the very salty (and hence buoyant) water of the 
gulf, Party 101 got down to some shooting. As usual the 
weather was not very co-operative, and neither was our re
cording room air-conditioning system, which showed an 
alarming tendency to pack up, leading to temperatures of 
over 100° F. in there. After a few days of some inspired run
ning repairs, we headed for Ras Shukheir, where a friendly 
air-conditioning person fixed it for us, much to the delight of 
our observers, who were sweating off pounds each day and 
in danger of disappearing completely. By the end of August 
urgently-needed surveys elsewhere forced us to leave the 
Egyptian prospect for a while and head north for Greece. 

Arrivals during this period included Helper JoHN KELLY, 
Digital Technician KEVIN SIMPSON (from Party 102), and 
Helper STUART THORNE (from Party 62). JoHN left us at the 
end of August for college, and Observer TONY DELLIS went 
to another crew. 

On arrival in Patras, Greece, Helpers PATRICK (PADDY) 
MAcCURTAIN, TREVOR SUTTON, and TIM HARRAP (from 
Party 182) and Assistant Observer GREG (GRoucHo) STARK 
(from Party 62) joined Party 101 for what promised to be an 
enjoyable and problem-free (compared with Egypt) pros
pect. The job did, indeed, go well. The weather, except for 
the last two days, was excellent; and the scenery around the 
Greek Islands, Corfu, Paxos, and Kyparissa, was superb. 

The job started in the Gulf of Corinth to the east of 
Patras. When the time came to leave, the regular ferry 
service from the Peloponese northwards across the most 
narrow part of the gulf was suspended; but the Greek navy 
was on hand to shepherd the Western Beach and cable out 
of the gulf. Later, during a port call in Patras, Party 
Manager DA VE GooDMAN, Co-ordinator RoD LucAS, 
Digital Technician FRANK Fox, Navigator JoHN THIERJUNO, 
Assistant Observer GREG STARK, and, last but not least, 
Captains MORRIS ARGUELLES and DERRICK RUTHERFORD 
were invited out to dinner by dignitaries of the Greek 
government. A great time was had by all. Our introduction 
to Greek wines showed that though they may be easy on the 
palate, they are not quite so forgiving on the head the 
following morning. 

After the rigors of working in Egypt, Greece was a pleas
ant change and much enjoyed by the crew. The fresh br~ad 
that was delivered each morning by the patrol boat, which 
also moved our Syledis stations about the islands, was one of 
the things that we missed on our inevitable return to Egypt. 

On completion of this prospect, the Beach moved to 
Piraeus, Greece, for a much-needed dry docking. Among 
many other items, two containers were fitted on deck, 
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amidships, to protect our powder supplies that had, in the 
past, suffered from attacks of sometimes quite large 
amounts of seawater. 

With the Western Beach out of dry dock, Party 101 
moved back once again to the Gulf of Suez to complete our 
interrupted prospect. On our arrival in Ras Shukheir, the 
ship was tidied up (rough weather during the run down had 
prevented this from being done earlier); the Maxiran naviga
tion system was installed and interfaced with our Sat/Nav 
system; and we once again prepared to start work. 

Alas, our good luck with weather and shipping had run 
out, and this Egyptian campaign ended much like others of 
recent memory. Southbound convoys from the canal caused 
no end of problems; noise during recording and cable dam
age were the two most common. Fishing boats appeared to 
have a copy of the prospect map as they managed to be on 
line often, and the same applied to the tankers that were 
anchored off Ras Shukheir awaiting loading. 

To cut a long story short, we eventually managed to com
plete the job; and that brings us up to the present- running 
south for the Seychelles Islands. 

P.S. (Later) We arrived in the Seychelles on March 1, a 
beautiful place with very friendly people, superb scenery, 
and efficient and helpful agents. The only sad thing is that 
we should finish our job here in three weeks, and then we 
have to leave! 

That is all for now from Party 101, the Western Beach, 
with more of our globe-trotting adventures coming soon. 

PARTY V-21-CLATSKANIE, OREGON 

RICHARD SHIELDS, Reporter-Photographer 

Well, Party V-21 is enjoying a change of scenery. The 
crew is in Clatskanie, Oregon, a far cry from the normal 
San Joaquin Valley, California, stomping grounds. We are 

On his way to the Party V·21 prospect in Oregon is Party Man· 
ager D. E. (Del) Hill, whose careful planni ng had included pro· 
visions for any problems, such as 12 inches of unexpected snow. 

l 

The last tree has been cleared after an unexpected snowfall in 
Oregon had broken branches and toppled numerous trees across 
all of the access roads that led to Porty V-21's work region. 

The site of the first gas well in the state of Oregon is lo· 
coted near the area in which the Party V·21 crew is working. 

seeing a segment of very interesting and beautiful country. 
It is timber country, with lots of rain and trees. 

The area in which the crew is working is the site of the 
first discovery of natural gas in the state of Oregon. It is 
bound to be an area that other Western crews will be seeing. 

Party V-21 was prepared for any type of weather, but we 
were expecting only rain. It was not supposed to snow, but 
snow it did! It did not stop until there were 12 inches of 
very wet, white "surprise" everywhere. It was nice to see, 
but it brought many hassles with it. 

Thanks to Party Manager DEL HILL'S planning, Party 
V-21 was not caught unawares. We chained up all of the 
equipment and headed to the work area. There we discov
ered that you cannot outguess Mother Nature. The heavy, 
wet snow had broken branches and toppled numerous trees 
across all of the access roads. The crew took the oppor
tunity to construct a unique statue of snow, which all 
hands, as well as the local citizenry, admired. 

Once the roads were open, Observer DICK ROBERTS and 
Vibrator Mechanic C. E. (GENE) GREER headed their re
spective crews into the snow-laden hills. Credit is due to 
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MULCAHY, Junior Observers RAY SALTER (on loan from a 
land crew) and JoHN WHITEHEAD, Digital Technician FRANK 
Fox, and Helpers GEOFF GooDE and ToNY DYLAN. Naviga
tion was in the competent hands of Navigator JoHN THIER
JUNG and Navigation Technician KEL SAGoo. Cook EDDY 
REILLY and Cook's Helper LEs WRAIGHT did their best to 
overfeed everybody-a plan that the crew of Party 101 was 
only too happy to accept! 

By the end of April the prospect was completed, and the 
Western Beach returned to Santander to load stores, ship off 
the data tapes, and do all of those little chores that nobody 
remembers until someone suggests a visit ashore. 

Early in May 1979 we were still working out of Santander 
but on a prospect off Cape Finisterre, on the northwest tip 
of Spain where the weather was unbelievably bad. It was so 
bad on occasion that it was deemed inadvisable even to leave 
the dock as the Western Beach might never return! The log 
for this period consists entirely of laconic comments like 
"10- to 12-foot seas, 40-knot winds, back to anchorage" for 
day, after day, after day. Seas at 10 to 12 feet were quite 
mild, incidentally; 15 footers were fairly common; and no
body felt like measuring the really big ones! 

Party 101 said goodby to JoHN FARQUHARSON, who de
parted for new pastures during May, and said hello to Co
ordinator RoD LUCAS, who had just returned from a Telseis 
job with Party 181. Observer ToNY DELLIS joined us from 
Party 102, and Digital Technician ROGER BRANCH trans
ferred in from Party 63. 

The Western Beach's bad luck with weather continued 
into June, by which time the crew had developed quite a 
fondness for La Coruna, Spain. (Some people even liked 
the town, as well as the female population.) The prospect 
was out in the shipping lanes off Cape Finisterre; so our 
cable-laying area had to be miles from the prospect for 
safety's sake. Shipping and fishing boats added to our 
problems, as did "drift lines." (These are several hundred 
meters of fishing line that have shorter lines with hooks 
attached and hanging down and that are laid by small boats 
and allowed to drift into the coast, catching fish and seismic 
cable en route.) People were beginning to ask what a shot 
sounded like when it went off. As the ship had not fired a 
shot by mid-June, the job was postponed, and the Western 
Beach headed for Cadiz, Spain, as a staging point on its 
way to Morocco, in North Africa. 

On arrival there, our Syledis base stations were · un
loaded; and after loading shipments of one sort or another, 
the Beach set off for the prospect. The usual cable balanc
ing and repairing "party" was undertaken as our 96-trace 
array switchable cable was back in use. After three-way 
fixes for our Syledis system, the Western Beach was back 
in business on June 25, but, sadly, not for long as the job 
was completed on June 27! 

The ship then returned to Tangier to unload data. On 
leaving there we broke our run to Malta to survey some test 
lines for another client. We dropped this data off in Ali
cante, Spain, and continued our journey to Malta. 

Fully stocked with MAXIPULSE® equipment, we set off 
from Malta for Party lOl's normal happy hunting ground
the Gulf of Suez. After passing through the Suez Canal, 
pursued by bumboats selling anything from prayer mats to 
hi-fi systems with the inevitable cries of "baksheesh" (a tip), 
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the Western Beach set off down the gulf for Ras Shukheir
several cartons of cigarettes short! 

After a brief stop in Ras Shukheir, a thriving and fasci
nating metropolis consisting of miles of pipelines, oil-storage 
tanks, prefabricated buildings, sand, dust, flies, more sand, 
and even more flies, we moved south to Gemsa. Several "old 
hands" from previous Egyptian campaigns were pleased to 
revisit the "Gemsa Arms," a delightful watering hole consist
ing of a very large packing case plus a few chairs. Rumors of 
a "lounge bar" were false, though, as the second packing 
case had not turned up. 

After some delays (mainly waiting for our Egyptian 
security representative) and completely rebalancing the 
cable for the very salty (and hence buoyant) water of the 
gulf, Party 101 got down to some shooting. As usual the 
weather was not very co-operative, and neither was our re
cording room air-conditioning system, which showed an 
alarming tendency to pack up, leading to temperatures of 
over 100° F. in there. After a few days of some inspired run
ning repairs, we headed for Ras Shukheir, where a friendly 
air-conditioning person fixed it for us, much to the delight of 
our observers, who were sweating off pounds each day and 
in danger of disappearing completely. By the end of August 
urgently-needed surveys elsewhere forced us to leave the 
Egyptian prospect for a while and head north for Greece. 

Arrivals during this period included Helper JoHN KELLY, 
Digital Technician KEVIN SIMPSON (from Party 102), and 
Helper STUART THORNE (from Party 62). JoHN left us at the 
end of August for college, and Observer TONY DELLIS went 
to another crew. 

On arrival in Patras, Greece, Helpers PATRICK (PADDY) 
MAcCURTAIN, TREVOR SUTTON, and TIM HARRAP (from 
Party 182) and Assistant Observer GREG (GRoucHo) STARK 
(from Party 62) joined Party 101 for what promised to be an 
enjoyable and problem-free (compared with Egypt) pros
pect. The job did, indeed, go well. The weather, except for 
the last two days, was excellent; and the scenery around the 
Greek Islands, Corfu, Paxos, and Kyparissa, was superb. 

The job started in the Gulf of Corinth to the east of 
Patras. When the time came to leave, the regular ferry 
service from the Peloponese northwards across the most 
narrow part of the gulf was suspended; but the Greek navy 
was on hand to shepherd the Western Beach and cable out 
of the gulf. Later, during a port call in Patras, Party 
Manager DA VE GooDMAN, Co-ordinator RoD LucAS, 
Digital Technician FRANK Fox, Navigator JoHN THIERJUNO, 
Assistant Observer GREG STARK, and, last but not least, 
Captains MORRIS ARGUELLES and DERRICK RUTHERFORD 
were invited out to dinner by dignitaries of the Greek 
government. A great time was had by all. Our introduction 
to Greek wines showed that though they may be easy on the 
palate, they are not quite so forgiving on the head the 
following morning. 

After the rigors of working in Egypt, Greece was a pleas
ant change and much enjoyed by the crew. The fresh br~ad 
that was delivered each morning by the patrol boat, which 
also moved our Syledis stations about the islands, was one of 
the things that we missed on our inevitable return to Egypt. 

On completion of this prospect, the Beach moved to 
Piraeus, Greece, for a much-needed dry docking. Among 
many other items, two containers were fitted on deck, 
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amidships, to protect our powder supplies that had, in the 
past, suffered from attacks of sometimes quite large 
amounts of seawater. 

With the Western Beach out of dry dock, Party 101 
moved back once again to the Gulf of Suez to complete our 
interrupted prospect. On our arrival in Ras Shukheir, the 
ship was tidied up (rough weather during the run down had 
prevented this from being done earlier); the Maxiran naviga
tion system was installed and interfaced with our Sat/Nav 
system; and we once again prepared to start work. 

Alas, our good luck with weather and shipping had run 
out, and this Egyptian campaign ended much like others of 
recent memory. Southbound convoys from the canal caused 
no end of problems; noise during recording and cable dam
age were the two most common. Fishing boats appeared to 
have a copy of the prospect map as they managed to be on 
line often, and the same applied to the tankers that were 
anchored off Ras Shukheir awaiting loading. 

To cut a long story short, we eventually managed to com
plete the job; and that brings us up to the present- running 
south for the Seychelles Islands. 

P.S. (Later) We arrived in the Seychelles on March 1, a 
beautiful place with very friendly people, superb scenery, 
and efficient and helpful agents. The only sad thing is that 
we should finish our job here in three weeks, and then we 
have to leave! 

That is all for now from Party 101, the Western Beach, 
with more of our globe-trotting adventures coming soon. 

PARTY V-21-CLATSKANIE, OREGON 

RICHARD SHIELDS, Reporter-Photographer 

Well, Party V-21 is enjoying a change of scenery. The 
crew is in Clatskanie, Oregon, a far cry from the normal 
San Joaquin Valley, California, stomping grounds. We are 

On his way to the Party V·21 prospect in Oregon is Party Man· 
ager D. E. (Del) Hill, whose careful planni ng had included pro· 
visions for any problems, such as 12 inches of unexpected snow. 
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The last tree has been cleared after an unexpected snowfall in 
Oregon had broken branches and toppled numerous trees across 
all of the access roads that led to Porty V-21's work region. 

The site of the first gas well in the state of Oregon is lo· 
coted near the area in which the Party V·21 crew is working. 

seeing a segment of very interesting and beautiful country. 
It is timber country, with lots of rain and trees. 

The area in which the crew is working is the site of the 
first discovery of natural gas in the state of Oregon. It is 
bound to be an area that other Western crews will be seeing. 

Party V-21 was prepared for any type of weather, but we 
were expecting only rain. It was not supposed to snow, but 
snow it did! It did not stop until there were 12 inches of 
very wet, white "surprise" everywhere. It was nice to see, 
but it brought many hassles with it. 

Thanks to Party Manager DEL HILL'S planning, Party 
V-21 was not caught unawares. We chained up all of the 
equipment and headed to the work area. There we discov
ered that you cannot outguess Mother Nature. The heavy, 
wet snow had broken branches and toppled numerous trees 
across all of the access roads. The crew took the oppor
tunity to construct a unique statue of snow, which all 
hands, as well as the local citizenry, admired. 

Once the roads were open, Observer DICK ROBERTS and 
Vibrator Mechanic C. E. (GENE) GREER headed their re
spective crews into the snow-laden hills. Credit is due to 
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Cable-truck Drivers CHARLES ARMSTRONG and PAT 
FARRELL, as well as Vibrator Operators W . B. (ToM) 
HOWARD, DAVE BREWER, CHUCK BURNIGHT, and ISSAC 
CALLAHAND, for safe operations in the snow. This is 
especially true when one considers that we normally oper
ate in California, in its central valley. 

Our helpers found that picking up jugs is not easily 
accomplished once they are frozen to the ground. Helpers 
KEN MUSSELMAN, KEVIN BRESHEARS, KEN COLLINS, ROY 
JONES, FARON EYCHNER, JEFF JONES, and TED LEWIS were 
puzzled about how to get them out until Cable Pusher 
KERRY MoUNT handed them hammers and hayhooks. 

Surveyor RUSSELL GENTRY and Rodmen SCOTT HOLM 
and JAMES CHAPPELL had their hands full shooting the lines 
around the twisting, winding trails of the prospect. Permit 
Agent DAVID MAY found the area to his liking, discovering 
that permitting gave him a chance to work with some very 
co-operative people. 

Party V-21 Observer Richard L. Roberts (left) happily receives 
his 15-Year Service Pin from Area Manager Nolen A. Webb in the 
crew's recording truck, where he has busily spent many hours. 

Since the foregoing was written, Party V-21 has lost a 
valued employee, Cable-truck Driver CHARLES ARMSTRONG, 
who died of cancer in his hometown of Sacramento, Cali
fornia, on March 4, at the age of 47. He is survived by his 
daughter, PAMELA, from Sacramento. Party Manager DEL 
H111's wife, MIRRIAM, attended the funeral and burial serv
ices as representative for the members of Party V-21 as we 
were in the field at the time. CHARLES had been with 
Western on Party V-21 since October 24, 1976. His sudden 
death (he had been off work for only two weeks) was a 
shock to everyone. We shall miss his ready smile and willing 
attitude. 

On a happier note, Party V-21 Observer DICK ROBERTS 
received his 15-Year Service Pin in May. As well as re
ceiving his pin, DICK was treated to a party, which was 
attended by Area Manager NoLEN WEBB, DEL HILL, GENE 
GREER, and DAVID MAY. All in attendance had a fine time 
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A sudden snowfall was Mother Nature's surprise for Party V-21, 
but any obstacles that were created by the snow were quick ly 
overcome with the expert management of Party Manager Del Hill . 

Helper Roy Jones and Cable-truck Driver Pat Farrell (in cab) w ait 
their turn to use a narrow trail at the crew's Oregon prospect. 

Party V-21 Cable-truck Driver Charles Armstrong and Helpers Ke· 
vin Breshears, Ken Musselman, and Joe O'Brien look on as others 
make their way down a trail to the crew's work area In O regon. 

Vibrator Operator Charles Bur· 
night parks his vibrator along the 
trail as he is preparing to head 
for the explosives segment of 
Party V-21's prospect in Oregon, 
where he will act as a shooter. 

and enjoyed the meal. We would like to congratulate DICK 
on 15 years of service and hope that he stays for many 
more. We all enjoyed his book of pictures covering world
wide explorations by Western! 

That is about it for Party V-21 from Clatskanie. See you 
in the spring, back in California. 

PARTY 83-CALCUTTA, INDIA 

VICKRAM K. CHAND, Reporter 
DAVID P. BAILEY and V. K. CHAND, Photographers 

Speculation among the Party 83 crew members turned to 
interest in Calcutta, India. Beneath the squalor and confu-

sion there lies an infectious, vibrant existence of which you 
soon become aware. Scattered remnants of the "British 
Raj" in and around the city interests history buffs, but 
what fascinates most persons is the strange mystique that 
surrounds the life and culture of Calcutta. 

In a land of slow-paced enthusiasm, the Party 83 West
erners have been helping themselves to a lot of excitement. 
Navigation Technician JoHN CUMMINGS, Assistant Party 
Manager PETER LAWSON, and Expeditor VICKRAM CHAND 
made a scouting trip into "tiger country," armed with a 
camera and, as later discovered when tiger pug marks were 
sighted, three pairs of very fast legs! Thrown in as a bonus 
was a three-hour boat chase by "neighborly" pirates. Help
er ANTHONY MCMASTER staged a "Lord Jim" episode at a 
coastal village when he was attacked by a band of dacoits 
(organized thieves). Luckily for him the local villagers 
came to the rescue. 

Party Manager Dave Bailey (second 
fram the left) stre11es a point to 
A ssistant Party Manager Dennis 
Haselhurst (not in order) , Expe· 
dltor Vlckram Chand , and Co·ordi· 
nator Neill Hunt while they work 
aboard the Western Geophysica l I. 
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FARRELL, as well as Vibrator Operators W . B. (ToM) 
HOWARD, DAVE BREWER, CHUCK BURNIGHT, and ISSAC 
CALLAHAND, for safe operations in the snow. This is 
especially true when one considers that we normally oper
ate in California, in its central valley. 

Our helpers found that picking up jugs is not easily 
accomplished once they are frozen to the ground. Helpers 
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crew's recording truck, where he has busily spent many hours. 
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fornia, on March 4, at the age of 47. He is survived by his 
daughter, PAMELA, from Sacramento. Party Manager DEL 
H111's wife, MIRRIAM, attended the funeral and burial serv
ices as representative for the members of Party V-21 as we 
were in the field at the time. CHARLES had been with 
Western on Party V-21 since October 24, 1976. His sudden 
death (he had been off work for only two weeks) was a 
shock to everyone. We shall miss his ready smile and willing 
attitude. 

On a happier note, Party V-21 Observer DICK ROBERTS 
received his 15-Year Service Pin in May. As well as re
ceiving his pin, DICK was treated to a party, which was 
attended by Area Manager NoLEN WEBB, DEL HILL, GENE 
GREER, and DAVID MAY. All in attendance had a fine time 
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make their way down a trail to the crew's work area In O regon. 

Vibrator Operator Charles Bur· 
night parks his vibrator along the 
trail as he is preparing to head 
for the explosives segment of 
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where he will act as a shooter. 

and enjoyed the meal. We would like to congratulate DICK 
on 15 years of service and hope that he stays for many 
more. We all enjoyed his book of pictures covering world
wide explorations by Western! 

That is about it for Party V-21 from Clatskanie. See you 
in the spring, back in California. 
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VICKRAM K. CHAND, Reporter 
DAVID P. BAILEY and V. K. CHAND, Photographers 

Speculation among the Party 83 crew members turned to 
interest in Calcutta, India. Beneath the squalor and confu-

sion there lies an infectious, vibrant existence of which you 
soon become aware. Scattered remnants of the "British 
Raj" in and around the city interests history buffs, but 
what fascinates most persons is the strange mystique that 
surrounds the life and culture of Calcutta. 

In a land of slow-paced enthusiasm, the Party 83 West
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Party Manager Dave Bailey (second 
fram the left) stre11es a point to 
A ssistant Party Manager Dennis 
Haselhurst (not in order) , Expe· 
dltor Vlckram Chand , and Co·ordi· 
nator Neill Hunt while they work 
aboard the Western Geophysica l I. 
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Above-Western Geophyslcol I Co·ordl· 
nator Neill Hunt (left) gives pointers to 
Helper Tony McMasters, a base station 
operator. Right-Party 83 Co·ordlnator 
John Robertson (left) 11 going over 
some navigational problems with 
Navigator Mike Bligh aboard the Geo' 
I. Below-Party 83 Junior Observer 
Michael Clark (from the left), Technl· 
clan Robert Ha, and Junior Observer 
Michael Carr are working together on 
the cable d•ck of the Western Geo' I. 

On board the Western Geophysical I it has been Russian 
roulette all of the way, with fish traps and ancient wrecks 
seemingly around each corner. Much is to be said for Co-or
dinator JOHN ROBERTSON and Assistant Co-ordinator JoHN 
ToMKrnsoN and their crew, who have managed to maintain 
production despite adverse conditions. (These conditions, 
however, have not prevented JOHN ROBERTSON from 
polishing the wedding bells! 

Along the approximately 100 kilometers (62 miles) of the 
Hooghly River from Calcutta to the open sea there are re
putedly 188 wrecks at the bottom. In case this puts any 
gears into motion, it might be helpful to add that the fish 
in the river include the ones with fins and sharp teeth. They 
feed on carcasses that every so often float down the river. 

The need for cable repairs invited the use of a cable shop 

WINTER 1980 

Above- Relaxing in the Western Geophysical /'s gal· 
ley are Instrument Supervisor Tom H. Trotter (from the 
left) and Party 83 Digital Technician Joe Sharma, 
Navigator Mike Bligh , and Seaman Werlito Garcia. 

Left- Party 83 Junior Observer Alan Dray Is 10 ab· 
sorbed In what he is doing aboord the Western Geo
physical I that he does not notice the photographer. 
The Geophysical I is working around Calcutta, India. 

near the port area. Observer BRADDON HARP, Digital 
Technician ARTHUR HADLAND, Technician M. MORAIS, 
Junior Observers ALAN DRAY and MICHAEL CARR, and 
Gun Operator DouaLAS CHADWICK worked their way 
through the freezing winter nights in a round-the-clock 
operation, surviving on hastily-prepared cups of coffee. 
For them it was long hours of hard work and no sleep. 

The solar eclipse lent a bit of excitement, and in most 
states February 16 was declared a holiday. A popular rumor. 
around the city heralded the end of the world. Severe earth
quakes the day before gave it a lot of credence. New Party 
Manager DA vm P. BAILEY and Assistant Party Manager 
DENNIS HASELHURST are now called "mad sahibs" as they 
seemed to be the only persons working that day. On board 
the Western Geophysical I, which was directly in the path of 
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total eclipse, the Westerners had an excellent view of the 
phenomena, and most had their cameras out. In Calcutta 
itself the streets were completely deserted, with only a hand
ful of brave watchers. 

In the few months that the crew has been in this part of 
India, it has learned a lot; and as DoN BAILEY, the previous 
party manager, would have said, "We're doing mighty fine!" 

PARTY V-35-BAKERSFIELD, CALIFORNIA ... 

BILL A. FAHMY and BUDDY VAN WAGENEN, Reporters 
JOE BROUSSARD, Photographer 

As Party V-35 approached its first anniversary, we 
looked back on a year of typical California 
operation - cold and wet in the winter and very hot and 
dusty in the summer. The crew has led a truly "gypsy" exis
tence since day one, with short pcograms as far north as 
Willows, where we combined explosives and vibrators 
through rice paddies, to a short stay in southern California 
near Magic Mountain, where a quick refresher in moun
tain climbing and rattlesnake avoidance techniques was 
necessary to complete the program. 

With few exceptions the solid line of key personnel es
tablished by Field Supervisor JERRY PATRICK has remained 
intact throughout the year, with Party Manager BUDDY VAN 
W AGENEN; Assistant Party Manager BILL F AHMY; Permit 
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Above- Party V-35's vibrators are tacklln 
the rough terrain near the Magic Mountain I 
southern California. The road was cut 
a crew caterpillar ahead of the vibratort 

Left-The vibrators are heading up a st 
hill close to Magic Mountain amusement pa 

WESTERN PROFILE 

Right-Vibrator Operators Bob Brown (from the 
left). August Gross, Donavin Wenz, Bill Smith, and 
Doug Dietz are a relaxed and happy bunch at 
the end of Party V-35's Magic Mountain program. 

Below-Relaxing at a summer party for the crew 
at Woolmes Lake, near Delano, California, are 
Party V-35 Vibrator Operator Jim O'Neill (from 
lower left, around picnic table), Permit Agent 
Dick Cross and friend Gloria, Party Manager Buddy 
Van Wagenen, Permit Agent Joe Broussard, Ob
server Leo Mangum, and Permit Agent Tom Atkins. 

Party V-35 Rodman Mike Maxwell (left. in white shirt) talks to 
Rodman Rick Scoles and Surveyor Kevin Patrick (partially hid· 
den) at a crew party at Woolmes Lake, California, as Vibrator 
Operator Doug Dietz (seated) and Permit Agent Dick Cross and 
friend Gloria are discussing serious matters at the picnic table. 
Off to one side to talk over (oh, no I) important business ore 
Vibrator Operators Bob Dietz (from the left), Donavin Wenz, 
and Wiiiiam Smith (hidden), and Permit Agent Tom Atkins. 

WINTER 1980 

Agents JoE BROUSSARD, DICK CROSS, and TOM ATKINS; Ob
server LEO MANGUM; Vibrator Mechanic RoN DIVELBISS; 
and Surveyor KEVIN PATRICK. The crew has also established 
a production record. 

During this period we have been combining our Western 
vibrators with three Cococo Shear Wave vibrators, com
pleting some of our lines with ours and then re-doing them 
with the Shear Wave vibrators. For those who have never 
seen a Shear Wave vibrator in operation, it can be quite a 
memorable experience. The massive size, coupled with the 
horizontal movement of the ground near the base plate, has 
created many new permit problems for the crew as it has 
proved to be unpopular with many of the landowners. 

Temporarily leaving the S-wave and P-wave program, 
the crew then moved to encounter a new prospect in a very 
rough but pretty terrain near Magic Mountain in Valencia, 
California, just north of Los Angeles. This marked the 
first time that Party V-35 had journeyed that far south and 
out of the San Joaquin Valley. It was not an easy prospect 
either, with juggies carrying cables up and down steep 
hills, a caterpillar cutting roads up the sides of mountains 
for the vibrators, and also heat, dust, bushes, and rattle
snakes adding to the discomfort of many. By the time it 
was all over, the list of casualties had climbed to 10 dead 
rattlesnakes of all sizes. 

Finally, after leaving the field scene, we had a crew 
party, a relaxing and enjoyable time at Lake Woolmes near 
Delano. As the lake features fishing, boating, and an ar
cade, we had lots of fun. During the warm, pleasant Cali
fornia evening, steaks, salads, and beer were served to cap 
an end to a hard but enjoyable year for Party V-35, which 
has come a long way to establish itself among the many 
Western crews. 
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0 NLY ONE WESTERNER-Field Supervisor J. Monroe 
Taylor, of Houston, Galveston, and wherever he is 

needed - joined the Company's still-exclusive 35-Year 
service club during the previous quarter. 

The event that started it all occurred on September 10, 
1945, when Monroe was hired by the late Party Chief 
George J. Shoup as a jug hustler on Party 13 in Winnfield, 
Louisiana. While heading toward his 35th milestone, he 
has worked strictly in the United States, first moving from 
Party 13 to Party 21, where he remained for nine years as 
an observer and chief observer. He was named an assistant 
field supervisor and a field supervisor in 1967, based in 
Shreveport, Louisiana. He moved to Texas in 1971, where 
he has been based ever since. 

One of the reasons that Monroe has never taken any over
seas tours with Western may be because of his overseas tour 
during World War II with the United States Army Tank 
Corps, where he achieved the rank of first sergeant. That 
was when he saw as much as he wanted to see of North 
Africa, Sicily, Italy, France, Germany, and Austria. 

40 

Field Supervisor J. Monroe Taylor (center) smiles after he re
ceives his 35-Year Service Pin from President Howard Dingman 
(left) as Vice President Ben Langston looks on. Monroe was then 
the guest of honor at a lunch at Vargo's Restaurant in Houston 
attended by Ben, Senior Vice President Neal Cramer, Opera· 
tions Manager Jim Denniston, Manager-Mid-Continent Joe Walk
er, Supervisor Steve Winborn, and Permit Agent Dale Morgan. 
The men talked over old times, and they had a lot of old times 
to remember , for among them they have 200 years of service. 

Monroe and wife Viette make their home in La Marque, 
Texas, where Viette's hobbies are "me, flowers, and garden
ing," says Monroe. His own interests are a little gardening 
and some yard work. The couple has four children and four 
grandchildren: Oldest son James Monroe, II, lives in Olla, 
Louisiana, where his father was born. He works on offshore 
drilling rigs, supporting James Monroe, Ill, 9. Judy lives in 
Fayetteville, Georgia, with her two children, Greg, who will 
graduate from high school next spring, and Lisa, who is in 
the eighth grade. Joe is the parent of the newest Taylor 
grandchild, Jessica, 2, who has already started school. Joe 
lives near Bossier City, Louisiana, and works for an Olds
mobile-Cadillac dealer in Shreveport. Youngest child Jerry, 
a member of the United States Air Force, has recently been 
assigned to Keesler Field in Biloxi, Mississippi, following a 
tour of duty in Germany and, last October, a leave to visit 
his parents. 

Monroe was out of town on his actual anniversary da 
but on September 15 received his 35-Year Service Pin from 
President Howard Dingman and later was the guest o 

WESTERN PROFI 

honor at a luncheon at Vargo's Restaurant in Houston. 
Gathering there with Monroe to talk over old times were 
Senior Vice President Neal Cramer, Vice President Ben 
Langston, Manager-Operations Jim Denniston, Manager
Mid Continent Joe F. Walker, Supervisor Steve Winborn, 

.. 

and Permit Agent Dale Morgan. These gentlemen had a lot 
of old times to remember, for among them they have just 
about 200 years of illustrious Western service! 

The PROFILE joins with other Westerners in congratulat
ing Monroe upon his 35th anniversary wi th the Company . 

down Western' s line 

for 25 years 

URING THE PAST QUARTER two men have joined the 
ranks of Western's honorary 25-Year Service Club. 

They are Chester D. Smith, Houston, and Willie Gene Bran
non, Beeville, Texas. 

Western's new vice president, Chester D. Smith, has spent 
much of his 25-year Western career traveling. He was hired 
on July 21, 1955, as a computer on Party 52 for the late 
Party Chief J. W. (Jim) Rush, and he has been on the go 
ever since, visiting such spots as the southeast and southwest 
United States, including Mississippi, Louisiana, Alabama, 
Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and Colorado. That was just 
for starters as he was promoted to chief computer, party 

As Vice President Chester D. Smith (right) received his 25-Year 
Service Pin from President Howard Dingman , Howard com· 
mented, "I'm glad you came to work." Chester's quick response 
was: " So am I. I needed the job." Chester needed (and received) 
the job July 21, 1955, when he became a computer on Party 52 . 

manager, seismologist, party chief, assistant supervisor, 
and, in 1970, full supervisor. 

In the early l 960's Chester began his travels outside the 
United States, first to South America; then to Australia, 
where he lived from 1964 to 1968; and to Singapore, where 
he lived from 1968 to 1972. He was promoted to co-ordi
nator-Far East-Middle East marine operations in March 
1977 and in July of that year became an area manager work
ing with London and the Mid-East operations. Currently he 
is involved with Singapore and Far East marine operations. 

Chester's travels are far from over. As a vice president he 
may not be traveling to as many different places as he did 
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Party V· 1 Manager Willie Gene Brannon (second from the 
right) is about to receive his 25·Year Service Pin from Vice 
President Ben L. Langston as Manager-South Texas Ros· 
coe L. Sullivan and Corine Brannon watch. Gene and Cor· 
lne were guests of honor that night at a dinner at the 
Rivoli Restaurant in Houston, which was hosted by Ben and 
wife Fredna and attended by Rascoe and wife Van, Recep· 
tionlst Virgie Bryant, and Party Manager C. E. Roundtree. 

when he was starting out on his "doodlebug trail," but he 
travels farther than ever before, to more exotic places, and 
almost always needs a passport to get there. 

A native of Forest, Mississippi, Chester attended Missis
sippi College on a football scholarship and was graduated 
with a bachelor of arts degree in math. Following his grad
uation he immediately came to work for Western. He and 
wife Ellen, a kindergarten teacher, have two children: 
Don, who graduates from the University of Texas this 
month (December) after majoring in finance and 
management; and Faison, a senior at Dulles High School 
in Stafford, Texas, where she will graduate next May. In 
Chester's spare time and when he is not out of the country, 
he enjoys playing golf, and he retains his interest in 
football, following the fortunes of the relatively new foot
ball team in Houston, the Oilers. 

To celebrate Chester's 25th anniversary, he and Ellen 
were guests at a dinner at Tony's Restaurant in Houston 
hosted by President Howard Dingman and wife Christine. 
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Although Willie Gene Brannon calls his work with West 
em "routine doodlebugging," he adds that doodlebuggin"" ......... _,.,, 
"is never routine." Once on a water crew out of Miami alon 
the Cuban coastline, he remembers, their boat was boarded 
by some of Batista's men who searched to see if the West 
erners might be smuggling guns to Castro! Certainly when 
Gene joined the Company in 1954, he_ had no idea of the ad 
venture and travel that came with the job. Working throu 
out the states of Mississippi, Louisiana, Nebraska, Uta 
Alabama, Texas, and Florida, he and his family counted 
moves in the first 16 years alone! 

After graduating from high school, Gene had join 
Western as the sole "jug hustler" for Party 38 in Brook 
haven, Mississippi, with Party Chief Ben L. Langston. Two 
years and a few moves later he was in New Or lea 
Louisiana, as an assistant computer in the reproductio 
office under Lloyd Hanna. It was there that he met his wife 
Corine, who was also a Westerner, an assistant compute/ 
clerk for the late W. T. Buckingham in the Party 72 office 
Promoted to surveyor in 1961, Gene worked primarily wi 
Party 21 until becoming a party manager in 1970. He th 
joined Party V-1 in Beeville, where he has remained sin 

Aside from the demanding responsibilities of a pa 
manager, Gene takes time to meet the demanding res pons 
bilities of fatherhood. With five very active children it is n 
wonder that most of his free time has been filled with "D 
dy, take me's." "You know," he explains," 'Daddy, take 
hunting'; 'Daddy, take me fishing'; or 'Daddy, take me 
the ball game.' " Gene and Corine both add that for the I 
14 years, one or more of their children has been involved 
either dance classes, baton twirling lessons, FF A, ban 
scouts (boys and girls), gymnastics, swimming, baseball, 
football, to name only a few. 

The Brannons' oldest daughter, Vicki, 22, is married 
James Rice, who is from Gene's hometown of Dothan, 
bama. James is involved in uranium exploration, and Vic 
is employed by an accounting firm. Son Morris (Tony), 
is a surveyor on Party V-1, has a wife, Tammy, and a o 
year-old daughter, Kimberly Ann. The Brannons' o 
three children are still in school, with Gregory, 16, a seni 
at A. C. Jones High School in Beeville; Mark, 14, in 
eighth grade; and Gena, 8, in the third grade. 

Besides providing taxi service for all of the above, Co · 
has worked with cub scouts for nine years- five years wi 
the boys and four years in a leader organization. As s 
Mark is dyslectic, Corine has also become very involved 
special education. She is the treasurer for the Association 
Children with Learning Disabilities and on the board for 
Special Education Advisory Committee, which is orga · 
by the local school district. Gene has also found time for. 
personal project-a 21- by 36-foot family room and b 
for which he has done all of the inside finishing work, 
eluding paneling, painting, and plumbing. 

In celebration of Gene's 25th anniversary with the C 
pany, he and his wife were guests of honor at a dinner p 
on August 1 hosted by Vice President Ben Langston and 
wife, Fredna. Also attending the party at Rivoli's Res tau 
in Houston were Manager-South Texas Roscoe L. Sulli 
and wife, Van, Receptionist Virgie Bryant, and Party M 
ager C. E. Roundtree. 

Congratulations to Chester and Gene on commemora 
25 years of service. 

TWO PROMOTIONS have been announced in the data 
processing and program development department by Vice 
President-Data Processing J. M. (Jim) Hornsby. Cedric V. 
Snyder has been named manager of geophysical program 
development, and Linda Thies Ell iott has been promoted to the 
position of manager of special processing services. 

"Cedric will direct the activities of the digital program 
-development group as they relate to the traditional responsibility 
of this department of providing seismic software packages," said 
Jim in announcing the promotion. 

A graduate of the University of Tulsa, where he received a 
bachelor of science degree in earth sciences and took graduate 
studies in geophysics, Cedric was a member of the National 
Honor Society and winner of the Mabee Scholarship there and 
also named "outstanding fraternity man: college of engineering," 
chosen by the faculty. (He was a member and president of Alpha 
Tau Omega fraternity.) Ced has been employed in the geophysical 
industry since 1964, joining Western in 1976 as a senior program
mer. Much of his time has been spent in the development of the 
PRE/ SEIS® system. He and wife Paula have two children, Tonja, 
15, and Christopher, 13. 

"The position to which Linda has been promoted has been 
established in recognition of the growing demands of our 
department for new computer-related services," commented Jim. 
"Immediate needs exist for 'data base' systems of various kinds 
and for a 'remote entry' system for use by the geophysical analysts 
in our processing centers." 

Linda received her bachelor of arts degree in mathematics from 
the University of Oklahoma and has worked for Western since 
her graduation in 1971. Among her most interesting job experi
ences are her trips to Milan, Italy, and Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, to 
help support program packages. Linda's husband, Ken, an art 
dealer, is a partner in the Harris Gallery in Houston; and she 
enjoys helping him with gallery entertaining and business and is 
now studying art in her spare time. 

The PROFILE joins other Westerners in congratulating Ced and 
Linda on their promotions and in wishing them all of the best in 
the future. 

WHO WOULD SAY "NO" to a trip across the Atlantic? This re
porter certainly would not, and did not, when given the chance to 
attend an analysts' training course in the Houston office. lt 
seemed to be a golden opportunity both to see a new country and 
to fill in all of the gaps that there are bound to be after a couple of 
years of processing marine seismic data. Richard Stewart obvious
ly thought the same. 

The two of us arrived in Houston from London at the begin
ning of August to spend two weeks attending lectures during the 
day and hopefully exploring the city in the evenings and on week
ends. We started with some preconceived ideas. We had seen 
"Starsky and Hutch" on television, and McDonalds are showing 
up in more and more British towns -what more did we need to 
know? 

I think that this told us only about half of the story. It is true 
that traffic does drive on the right and that there is a mini mum 
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speed limit on t he freeways, but Houston is far more geared to
wards traffic than London ever could be. We did not actually see 
any of the police chases that are so well known from American 
films, but the scenery was the same- parades of shops that are 
one-story high and have plenty of room in front in which to park. 
As far as food is concerned, Americans seem to consume an 
abundance of hamburgers, but in Texas there are also numerous 
steak restaurants from which to choose. We found that most 
restaurants that we went to were offering steak that was cooked in 
a variety of ways, with the common factor being the size of the 
portions - they were HUGE! 

Other types of restaurants that we found and that are not so 
common in Britain were the Mexican and the seafood restaurants. 
Houston has a fair-sized Mexican population; so Mexican res
taurants are easy to find, and the two that we tried served very 
good food. One seafood restaurant that we visited was quite a 
treat. I had not realized how close Houston is to the Gulf of 
Mexico, making it easy to obtain fresh seafood. 

During the day we attended the training course with about 12 
other Western employees. It started off with a film about the 
acquisition of seismic data and followed through a typical pro
cessing sequence: edit-demultiplex, preprocessor, filtering and 
deconvolution, VELANS®, IVT edit and NMO stacking, migra
tion MISER®, and also two lectures towards the end on "Vibro
seis®" and KILOSEIS"'. While certain aspects of the work were 
completely new to me, I was delighted to find that some of the 
problems that had been bothering me were erased. The climax of 
the course was the lunch on the last day, which was for the people 
who had attended the class and for the lecturers . 

I am back in London now; and, believe it or not, I have already 
had reason to remember, "Yes, that was what he said in that 
lecture; that makes sense" several times. I would like to thank Vic 
Smith for arranging the course, and I would also like to thank all 
of the super American people who were so kind to us during our 
stay. It was a very good introduction to Houston. -Hilary Meakin. 
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Party V· 1 Manager Willie Gene Brannon (second from the 
right) is about to receive his 25·Year Service Pin from Vice 
President Ben L. Langston as Manager-South Texas Ros· 
coe L. Sullivan and Corine Brannon watch. Gene and Cor· 
lne were guests of honor that night at a dinner at the 
Rivoli Restaurant in Houston, which was hosted by Ben and 
wife Fredna and attended by Rascoe and wife Van, Recep· 
tionlst Virgie Bryant, and Party Manager C. E. Roundtree. 

when he was starting out on his "doodlebug trail," but he 
travels farther than ever before, to more exotic places, and 
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A native of Forest, Mississippi, Chester attended Missis
sippi College on a football scholarship and was graduated 
with a bachelor of arts degree in math. Following his grad
uation he immediately came to work for Western. He and 
wife Ellen, a kindergarten teacher, have two children: 
Don, who graduates from the University of Texas this 
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hosted by President Howard Dingman and wife Christine. 
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RHONDA S. BOONE 

WESTERNER EARNS Award of Excellence. Rhonda S. Boone, 
manager-advertising and public relations, has received the Pot
latch Corporation's "Award of Excellence" for her work on what 
has come to be known as the "Western photo book." The award 
cites "excellence of craftsmanship and creativity in graphic com
munications." Rhonda designed the book and Photographer 
Mike Fluitt took the pictures. 

Rhonda also has been elected to a position on the board of 
directors of the Houston chapter of the Business and Professional 
Advertising Association (BIPAA). Elected for a Lwo-year term, 
Rhonda joins the IO-member board in co-ordinating the activities 
of the B/P AA, an organization of communications professionals 
involved in advertising and marketing to business and industry. 
The Houston chapter of the B/ PAA is the third largest in the 
country with 250 members. 

Rhonda's hobbies include palmistry, racquetball, rollerskating, 
and bluegrass music (she plays guitar and banjo) . She also does 
work with the Houston Shelter for Abused Women, a refuge for 
victims of family violence. 

SECOND SIGHTINGS from 
Thailand. A perfumed dousing, 
some marriages, and the 
dropping of a "V" are some of 
the newsworthy events wafted 
to us from Thailand since the 
article in the previous (Fall 
1980) PROFILE was written. 

A performed dousing? Read 
on! Songkran, or "Water Festival," brought a new and unusual 
(also unusually wet) experience to Party Manager Chris Baker in 
April. Although it was technically the Thai New Year (2523), 
Songkran is a glorious rain-making festival. During the three days 
of the holiday the Thais go around pouring water over each other 
and dousing temple Buddhas. Also, to the Thais it is a mark of 
respect to soak their superiors with water or perfume. The crew 
(Party V-25) worked the holiday, but on one day of it a celebration 
was held for the laborers;md during this the Thai Camp Boss and 
the Party Manager (the said Chris Baker) let the laborers show their 
respect. One hundred and thirty of them poured water and perfume 
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over these "superiors." By the end of that day the two superiors felt 
that they were the clea~st and sweetest-smelling employees on the 
Western payroll! 

Some other Westerners have the opportunity of learning the cus
toms of Thai land through spouses. Among those married to Thai 
women, a few recently, are Richard Curtis, Jim Forsyth, E. M. 
(Chuck) Harris, John Ivanitz, Francisco Merlino, Ray Ness, and 
Mike Vowell. 

Customs had nothing to do 
with the dropping of a "V." This 
happened to Party V-32 when it 
became Party 32 during the 
monsoon season, which lasts 
until November. Giving up its 
vibrators, this crew almost over
night went portable. Trucks 
were swapped for ox carts, and 
former vibrator men were ob

served checking their lower extremities to see if they were develop
ing webbed feet following long days in the rice paddies. 

A few of the "old hands" of vibrator operations moved on to 
other "V" crews. Among them were Vibrator Technician Bruce 
Clulow and Chief Observer Paul Cooper. New Western arrivals to 
Thailand at about this time included some men coming off Party 55 
in Pakistan, led by its party manager, Robin Wrigley. 

With the "cold and dry" season almost upon Thai land, who 
knows what interesting bits of information may fi nd their way from 
Westerners there to the WESTERN PROFILE office in Los Angeles. 

ALL-AMERICAN PLAYER. Houston digital center (HD C) Analyst 
Richard A. McFarland, Jr. , was named an All-American player for 
his position after his Class A slow pitch softball team, the Houston 
Wreckers, won its division of the 1980 National Amateur Softball 
Association Championship in Jacksonville, Florida. Rick plays 

Houston digital ce nter Analyst and All-American Player 
Richard A. Mcfarland shows off the plaques that he re· 
ce ived during the Class A 1980 National Amateur Softball 
Association Championship that was held in Jacksonville, 
Florida , while Lead Shipping Clerk Donna White looks on. 
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The cake that Houston digital center Analyst Rick Mcfar· 
land received at his surprise party following the Class A 
1980 National Amateur Softball Association Championship 
did not last long because it also was enjoyed by the co· 
workers and friends who dropped by to congratulate him. 

right field . Following the tournament, held over the Labor Day 
weekend, Rick was lhe guest of honor at a surprise party September 
5 in the HDC cafeteria, organized by Land, Special Problems 
Secretary Beverly Farris. Rick's fr iends and co-workers dropped by 
to offer their congratulations and to see his awards. 

The Wreckers participated in a city league in Houston and also 
traveled to tournaments in Dallas, Texas; Lake Charles and New 
Iberia, Louisiana; Las Vegas; and Cincinnati, Ohio, compiling a 
130-33 won-lost record for the year. They fi nished second in the 
city league but by being one of the top two teams advanced to the 
state tournaments. They then finished second there, which gained 
them entry to the national championships in Florida. The Wreck
ers, in the championship game in Jacksonville, took a 17-13 
decision from Collins Irrigation, of Miami. Going into the top of 
the fou rth inning the Wreckers were down 6-2 when Rick hit a 
grand slam homer, starting a rally that took the Wreckers to vic
tory. The team sent 17 players to the plate in the fourth inning 
alone; and when the game was over, Rick had fo ur hits and had 
driven in seven runs for the day. A big congratulations to Rick and 
the Houston Wreckers. 

Incidentally, best wishes to Rick and his new bride, Shirley 
Andries, a geophysical analyst in the HDC. - Beverly Farris. 

CONG RA TU LA TIONS and best wishes are extended to David 
Hill and Rachel Bentley, who were married on Ju ly 19 at St. Wil
frids Church in their hometown of West Hallam, England. 

Dave, a graduate of Liverpool University, joined Western in 
July 1978 as a junior analyst in London. On his return from 
honeymoon, he was assigned to the Party R-20 interpretation 
group. Dave is also an enthusiastic member of the Squash Club in 
London. His bride, Rachel, is head of the music department in a 
school in Slough. 

Dave and Rachel honeymooned in the Lake District and Scot
land. T hings did not run too smoothly for them, however, as they 
ran out of petrol on the road, 12 miles from the nearest town. 
Being in very hilly coun try, they managed to cruise down the hills, 
gaining enough momentum to propel them up the next one! In 
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this manner they reached walking distance of a petrol station. As 
if that were not enough, Dave then mislaid his wedding ring! 
After he made a two-hour search in the garden and house, using a 
metal detector borrowed from a neighbor, Rachel suggested that 
he look in his shirt pocket. He did -and there was the ring! What 
would you do without her, Dave? 

Both Dave and Rachel were delighted with the lovely gifts of an 
electric mixer, liquidiser, and dinner service, which they received 
from Dave's colleagues. - Gwen Champniss. 

A BABY BOY! Denver Shop Supervisor T. G. (Tom) Sergeant and 
wife Darla are the very proud parents of their first son, Thomas, 
Jr., who was born on July 2 at 8:15 A .M., weighing 7 pounds, 2 
ounces. Also very pleased about having a baby brother are the 
Sergeants' two daughters, Diandre (9) and Carrie Rae (3). 

The newest addition to the Thomas G. Sergeant family 11 
Thomas, Jr .. who is being held by sister Dlandre, 8, as 
sister Carrie Rae, 3, looks on. Thomas, Jr., was born on 
July 2, weighing 7 pounds, 2 ounces and stretching 20 1/ 2 

Inches . Father Tom Is the shop supervisor In Denver, and 
Mother Darla Is a former Westerner in the Denver office. 

LAURA LAKER, daughter of Vice President John D. Laker and 
wife Patsy, of Houston, was graduated cum laude with a degree 
in journalism on May 18 from Southern Methodist University in 
Dallas, Texas. 

An excellent student, Laura had been a member of the scholas
tic honorary societies, Kappa Tau Alpha Uournalism), Phi Eta 
Sigma (freshmen), Alpha Lambda Delta, Blue Key (national), 
and Kirkos (women's honorary), and was named to Who's Who in 
A merican Universities and Colleges. Among many university 
activities, Laura had held the offices of secretary and campus 
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land received at his surprise party following the Class A 
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to offer their congratulations and to see his awards. 
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traveled to tournaments in Dallas, Texas; Lake Charles and New 
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the fou rth inning the Wreckers were down 6-2 when Rick hit a 
grand slam homer, starting a rally that took the Wreckers to vic
tory. The team sent 17 players to the plate in the fourth inning 
alone; and when the game was over, Rick had fo ur hits and had 
driven in seven runs for the day. A big congratulations to Rick and 
the Houston Wreckers. 

Incidentally, best wishes to Rick and his new bride, Shirley 
Andries, a geophysical analyst in the HDC. - Beverly Farris. 

CONG RA TU LA TIONS and best wishes are extended to David 
Hill and Rachel Bentley, who were married on Ju ly 19 at St. Wil
frids Church in their hometown of West Hallam, England. 

Dave, a graduate of Liverpool University, joined Western in 
July 1978 as a junior analyst in London. On his return from 
honeymoon, he was assigned to the Party R-20 interpretation 
group. Dave is also an enthusiastic member of the Squash Club in 
London. His bride, Rachel, is head of the music department in a 
school in Slough. 

Dave and Rachel honeymooned in the Lake District and Scot
land. T hings did not run too smoothly for them, however, as they 
ran out of petrol on the road, 12 miles from the nearest town. 
Being in very hilly coun try, they managed to cruise down the hills, 
gaining enough momentum to propel them up the next one! In 
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this manner they reached walking distance of a petrol station. As 
if that were not enough, Dave then mislaid his wedding ring! 
After he made a two-hour search in the garden and house, using a 
metal detector borrowed from a neighbor, Rachel suggested that 
he look in his shirt pocket. He did -and there was the ring! What 
would you do without her, Dave? 

Both Dave and Rachel were delighted with the lovely gifts of an 
electric mixer, liquidiser, and dinner service, which they received 
from Dave's colleagues. - Gwen Champniss. 

A BABY BOY! Denver Shop Supervisor T. G. (Tom) Sergeant and 
wife Darla are the very proud parents of their first son, Thomas, 
Jr., who was born on July 2 at 8:15 A .M., weighing 7 pounds, 2 
ounces. Also very pleased about having a baby brother are the 
Sergeants' two daughters, Diandre (9) and Carrie Rae (3). 

The newest addition to the Thomas G. Sergeant family 11 
Thomas, Jr .. who is being held by sister Dlandre, 8, as 
sister Carrie Rae, 3, looks on. Thomas, Jr., was born on 
July 2, weighing 7 pounds, 2 ounces and stretching 20 1/ 2 

Inches . Father Tom Is the shop supervisor In Denver, and 
Mother Darla Is a former Westerner in the Denver office. 

LAURA LAKER, daughter of Vice President John D. Laker and 
wife Patsy, of Houston, was graduated cum laude with a degree 
in journalism on May 18 from Southern Methodist University in 
Dallas, Texas. 

An excellent student, Laura had been a member of the scholas
tic honorary societies, Kappa Tau Alpha Uournalism), Phi Eta 
Sigma (freshmen), Alpha Lambda Delta, Blue Key (national), 
and Kirkos (women's honorary), and was named to Who's Who in 
A merican Universities and Colleges. Among many university 
activities, Laura had held the offices of secretary and campus 
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events chairman of the Student Foundation, editor of the class of 
1980's newsletter, and vice president and pledge trainer of the Pi 
Beta Phi sorority. She also was the 1979 homecoming queen. 

Laura found time within her busy sc hedule to complete intern
ships with the public relations department of the university's 
School of Arts and with the Case Advertising Agency in Dallas. 
Her future plans include working in advertising and public 
relations in the Dallas area. 

CARL B. SIVAGE RETIRES. Carl, who recently celebrated his 
35th anniversary with Western, decided to retire in September be
cause of his health. He and wife Evelyn were the guests of honor 
at a retirement luncheon in Denver right after Labor Day. Attend
ing were Vice President Charles W. Dick, Area Manager Gordon 
C. Langston, and Assistant Field Supervisor George E. Under
wood, who had started under Carl when Carl was an observer. 

Although Carl officially commemorated his 35th anniversary 
last May, he first joined the Company in August 1941 in Odessa, 
Texas, as a helper on Party 13. (World War II caused a break in 
his service with Western.) It was the beginning of a long career 
that took him to many places in the United States as he became 
one of Western's top chief observers and, later, party managers. 
He also spent some time as a playback shift leader in the Houston 
office before deciding that he preferred the field and returning to 
the Rocky Mountain area in 1975. Most recently he was a permit 
agent for Party V-13 in Colorado. 

Carl and wife Evelyn now live in Cody, Wyoming, after their 
215 moves around the country for Western . Carl plans to play a 
lot of golf during his retirement years. 

Congratulations upon your retirement, Carl, and best wishes to 
you and Evelyn in the future. 
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Top-Permit Agent Carl B. Sivage (right) receives his 35-
Year Service Pin from Vice President Charles Dick. Carl 
decided to retire shortly after commemorating his anni· 
versary In May. Middle-Area Manager Gordon C. Langston 
(lek) and Denver Shop Supervisor Tom Sergeant congratu· 
late Carl on his anniversary and retirement. Above-Assis· 
tant Field Supervisor George Underwood, who began with 
Western under Carl when Carl was an observer, now adds 
his best wishes far o happy retirement from the Company. 

WESTERN PROFILE 

SPECIAL CEREMONIES were held July 31 at the Galveston, 
Texas, facility to honor Purchasing-Requisitions Manager Mack 
E. Towns for his many years of service with Western Geophysical 
Company and to wish him a speedy return from his leave of ab
sence. Mack was treated to a noon luncheon and was presented 
with his 35-Year Service Pin by Vice President Joe D. Shivers. 
Also attending the luncheon were Plant Manager R. C. (Dick) 
Farris and a group of "old-timers" -Administrative Department 
Manager Roland Broughton, Engineering Manager John Mollere, 
and Alvin facility Plant Manager John Maines, who all worked 
with Mack in Los Angeles. 

Later in the day a cake and coffee ceremony was hosted by the 
plant employees to congratulate Mack and present him with several 
gifts, including an attache case, a calculator, and a Stetson hat. 
Also present to see Mack open his presents and cut his cakes, 
which were decorated to look like golf courses, were his wife, 
Eletha, and another "old-timer" who moved from Los Angeles 
with him and who retired last year, W. D. (Bill) Liberty. It was 
both a sad and happy event since Mack was taking that leave of 
absence and is missed by all of us. 

Within the Galveston facility there is a select number of indivi
duals who, due to their skill and knowledge, are almost indispens
able to our successful operations. Mack Towns, because of his 
broad knowledge of field vehicles, is one of those individuals. 
Thirty-five years of service with one company seems like a long 
time to most of us, but according to Mack it passes much quicker 
than one might think. 

Mack joined Western's lab and shop facility in Los Angeles in 
1945, shortly after his discharge from the army. As a mechanic his 
skill and expertise in field equipment and vehicles were gained 
through involvement with many of the design, fabrication, and 
test prnjects for new equipment and through assignment with 
Western's seismic crews in Alaska and uranium drilling crews in 
Arizona. 

When the Los Angeles lab and shop facility was relocated in 
Galveston in 1969, Mack played an important role in setting up 
and supervising the mechanical shop and provi'cling service sup
port to our field crews. With the growing demands for improved 
geophysical equipment and vehicles, Mack's involvement with the 
design, fabrication, and testing to meet these demands eventually 
led to his management role in Galveston's new customer service 
department. 

Mack's skill and knowledge that were gained over the years 
have been great assets to the facility's manufacturing effort and 
service support to Western crews. He has filled this role for the 
past 10 years with a success record that is a tribute to him and the 
customer service department employees. 

The reward of a lifetime of successful endeavors is the 
knowledge that our contributions will always be remembered and 
appreciated, and this is certainly true for Mack. We wish him 
happiness and good health during his leave of absence and hope 
that he will return to us soon. -Story and photos by Dick Smith. 
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Above left-Manager-Purcha1ing/Requisitlons Mack E. Towns 
(far left) prepares to cut one of his cakes, decorated to 
look like a golf course, while retired Shop Supervisor Bill 
Liberty (from the left), Galveston (Texas) facility Plant 
Manager Dick Farris, Alvin facility Plant Manager John 
Maines, and Litton Resources Systems Vice President Joe 
D. Shivers watch during the party in Mack's honor. The 
slices Mack served were said to be like his slices on a golf 
course-large. Above-PBX Typist Beverly Enge (from 
the left), Payroll Clerk Rosemary Hughes, and Expeditor 
Carole Barrera are preparing the cakes and coffee for the 
afternoon party honoring Mack for his many years of serv· 
Ice and wishing him a speedy return from his leave of ab· 
sence. Below-Mack and his wife, Eletha, are beaming 
after the party July 31 that was hosted by the Galveston 
employees in Mack's honor. Bottom-Mack shows off his 
brand-new calculator as he models his Stetson hat, which 
was also a gift, even though he looks as If he has always 
worn one. He also was presented with an attache case. 
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events chairman of the Student Foundation, editor of the class of 
1980's newsletter, and vice president and pledge trainer of the Pi 
Beta Phi sorority. She also was the 1979 homecoming queen. 

Laura found time within her busy sc hedule to complete intern
ships with the public relations department of the university's 
School of Arts and with the Case Advertising Agency in Dallas. 
Her future plans include working in advertising and public 
relations in the Dallas area. 

CARL B. SIVAGE RETIRES. Carl, who recently celebrated his 
35th anniversary with Western, decided to retire in September be
cause of his health. He and wife Evelyn were the guests of honor 
at a retirement luncheon in Denver right after Labor Day. Attend
ing were Vice President Charles W. Dick, Area Manager Gordon 
C. Langston, and Assistant Field Supervisor George E. Under
wood, who had started under Carl when Carl was an observer. 

Although Carl officially commemorated his 35th anniversary 
last May, he first joined the Company in August 1941 in Odessa, 
Texas, as a helper on Party 13. (World War II caused a break in 
his service with Western.) It was the beginning of a long career 
that took him to many places in the United States as he became 
one of Western's top chief observers and, later, party managers. 
He also spent some time as a playback shift leader in the Houston 
office before deciding that he preferred the field and returning to 
the Rocky Mountain area in 1975. Most recently he was a permit 
agent for Party V-13 in Colorado. 

Carl and wife Evelyn now live in Cody, Wyoming, after their 
215 moves around the country for Western . Carl plans to play a 
lot of golf during his retirement years. 

Congratulations upon your retirement, Carl, and best wishes to 
you and Evelyn in the future. 
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Top-Permit Agent Carl B. Sivage (right) receives his 35-
Year Service Pin from Vice President Charles Dick. Carl 
decided to retire shortly after commemorating his anni· 
versary In May. Middle-Area Manager Gordon C. Langston 
(lek) and Denver Shop Supervisor Tom Sergeant congratu· 
late Carl on his anniversary and retirement. Above-Assis· 
tant Field Supervisor George Underwood, who began with 
Western under Carl when Carl was an observer, now adds 
his best wishes far o happy retirement from the Company. 
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duals who, due to their skill and knowledge, are almost indispens
able to our successful operations. Mack Towns, because of his 
broad knowledge of field vehicles, is one of those individuals. 
Thirty-five years of service with one company seems like a long 
time to most of us, but according to Mack it passes much quicker 
than one might think. 

Mack joined Western's lab and shop facility in Los Angeles in 
1945, shortly after his discharge from the army. As a mechanic his 
skill and expertise in field equipment and vehicles were gained 
through involvement with many of the design, fabrication, and 
test prnjects for new equipment and through assignment with 
Western's seismic crews in Alaska and uranium drilling crews in 
Arizona. 

When the Los Angeles lab and shop facility was relocated in 
Galveston in 1969, Mack played an important role in setting up 
and supervising the mechanical shop and provi'cling service sup
port to our field crews. With the growing demands for improved 
geophysical equipment and vehicles, Mack's involvement with the 
design, fabrication, and testing to meet these demands eventually 
led to his management role in Galveston's new customer service 
department. 

Mack's skill and knowledge that were gained over the years 
have been great assets to the facility's manufacturing effort and 
service support to Western crews. He has filled this role for the 
past 10 years with a success record that is a tribute to him and the 
customer service department employees. 

The reward of a lifetime of successful endeavors is the 
knowledge that our contributions will always be remembered and 
appreciated, and this is certainly true for Mack. We wish him 
happiness and good health during his leave of absence and hope 
that he will return to us soon. -Story and photos by Dick Smith. 
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Above left-Manager-Purcha1ing/Requisitlons Mack E. Towns 
(far left) prepares to cut one of his cakes, decorated to 
look like a golf course, while retired Shop Supervisor Bill 
Liberty (from the left), Galveston (Texas) facility Plant 
Manager Dick Farris, Alvin facility Plant Manager John 
Maines, and Litton Resources Systems Vice President Joe 
D. Shivers watch during the party in Mack's honor. The 
slices Mack served were said to be like his slices on a golf 
course-large. Above-PBX Typist Beverly Enge (from 
the left), Payroll Clerk Rosemary Hughes, and Expeditor 
Carole Barrera are preparing the cakes and coffee for the 
afternoon party honoring Mack for his many years of serv· 
Ice and wishing him a speedy return from his leave of ab· 
sence. Below-Mack and his wife, Eletha, are beaming 
after the party July 31 that was hosted by the Galveston 
employees in Mack's honor. Bottom-Mack shows off his 
brand-new calculator as he models his Stetson hat, which 
was also a gift, even though he looks as If he has always 
worn one. He also was presented with an attache case. 
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Manager-Purchasing/Requisitions Mack E. Towns (second from the 
right) was treated to a noon luncheon that commemorated his 
many years of Western service. Attending were Galveston Admin
istrative Manager Roland E. Broughton (from the left), Alvin 
Plant Manager John J. Maines, Galveston Plant Manager R. C. 
(Dick) Farris, Litton Resources Systems (LRS) Vice President 
Joe D. Shivers, and LRS Engineering Manager John C. Mollere. 

WELL, ALL OF A SUDDEN it is PROFILE time again; and by the 
time that this issue is published, it will be Christmas. So what 
news do we have from Western's London office? 

The usual sporting activities continue to flourish. Western's 
cricket team plays a match most weeks against some poor, unsus
pecting client. We did not have any squash tournaments during 
the summer months, which is due to the fact that people do ease 
off from playing at that time of year. By September and October, 
however, it will probably have been back in full swing. 

The only sporting activity of any note was our annual golf 
tournament on July 4, which was very ably run by Les Mitchell. 
Like Bill Calledare, the initiator and organizer for many years 
past, Les had no chance to play himself as he was so busy making 
sure that things ran smoothly. For months prior to July 4 he had 
spent many hours working out the attendees, their handicaps, and 
leagues and finding sponsors. The funniest sight of all was walk
ing past the London digital center (LDC) conference room one 
evening and seeing people bagging up golf balls in plastic bags. 
The conference room is usually "sacred," full of sections, clients, 
analysts, and supervisors, and to see Fred Merten and Joe 
Chatoor, to name but two, using the room to put golf balls into 
plastic bags was really very amusing. 

Anyway, the day arrived cold and gray (what else can we expect 
from an English summer?), and we were all out at the golf course 

Left-London Instrumentation Lab and Field Service Manager Ron 
Bass (left) and Houston Geosclence Systems Supervisor Mike W. 
Evans joined in the celebration of Navigation Group Manager 

Top-Navigation Group Manager Brian Hardy (left) receives his 
1 O· Year Service Pin and congratulatory letter from Chairman of 
the Board Booth B. Strange via Vice President Damlr S. Skerl. 
Above-Beaming after receiving 5-Year Service Pins from London 
Office Manager Gerry Reynolds (right) are Sid Dann (from the 
left), Fiona Graham, and Peggy Marsh. The three received the 
pins during a luncheon in their honor that was hosted by Gerry. 

at the crack of dawn to set up everything. By 7:30 A.M. the place 
was a mass of golfers. Fortunately, although the day remained 
very gray, it did not start raining until about 4 P.M., when most of 
the play was over and everybody had retired to the clubhouse to 
watch Wimbledon tennis (Evonne Goolagong Cawley vs. Chris 
Evert Lloyd) and to await the prize giving. As usual our thanks 
must go to Les for organizing a very good day for both Western
ers and our clients. 

Our digital center has expanded so rapidly that in May we 
installed an Amdahl V-7 computer to replace the IBM 370-165. The 
V-7 has an output of three times greater than the 370-165, and it 
was up and working in less than 24 hours. Unfortunately, we 

Brian Hardy's 10th anniversary with Western. Right- Brian en· 
joys his ice cream at his celebration in Kiel. West Germany, as 
Research Geophysicist Mark Houston is gazing off Into space. 

recently lost Digital Center Manager Fred Merten. Fred moved to 
Western's new seismic center in Richardson, Texas, transferring 
in September. All of our best wishes go with him in his new 
appointment. 

Graham Carter, previously a group leader in the LDC, has 
moved to our PRE/ SEIS® center in Bogota, Colombia. Some
times we actually wondered if he would be going or whether it was 
just another office rumor because it took him about two months 
to get his visa, but finally it came through and he left us on 
August 1. 

We have yet another baby, and again it is a little girl-what is it 
about Westerners this year that most of the babies have been little 
girls? Anyway, the proud parents are Brigitte and Graham Bax
ter. Anna was born on June 28, weighing in at 6 pounds, 10 
ounces; so Brigitte and Graham's family now consists of a little 
boy named Tom and his sister, Anna. 

Proprietary-Data Sales Manager Godfrey Dodsworth was the 
proud father when he gave away his daughter and gained a son-in
law on August 2. The day was beautiful and, according to God
frey, the warmest of the year! 

We have also had a few awards-Brian Hardy, manager of the 
navigation group, has been with Western for 10 years, and Vice 
President Damir Skerl presented him with his pin while they were 
both in Kiel, West Germany, for the rig-up of the Western Atlan
tic. Brian was joined in his celebration by Geoscience Systems 
Supervisor Mike Evans (over from Houston), Instrumentation 
Lab and Field Services Manager Ron Bass, Research Geophysicist 
Mark Houston, Field Supervisor Kel Brown, Western Atlantic 
Party Manager Ronny Benson, and Ronny's wife, Barbara. 

Five-Year awards were recently presented to Peggy Marsh, 
Fiona Graham, and Sid Dann at a lunch hosted by Office 
Manager Gerry Reynolds. Others at the lunch were Jim Smithers, 
Derek Massey, and Gary Gardner. Peggy and Fiona both worked 
in our switchboard/ telex room, but sadly Peggy left us when her 
husband's job was relocated and they moved away from the area. 
Sid, our cleaner in Brentford, became a celebrity last year when 
he was realized to be the oldest London office employee; but that 
did not stop him from wielding his bucket and broom and enjoy
ing his celebration lunch, as you can see in the photo. 

We recently reported Pat Cole's 15 years with the Company in 
the Fall issue of the PROFILE. Since then he has taken a two-week 
trip to our Houston facility, where he saw how shipping and re
ceiving operations were handled Stateside. Since he had been sick 
and had even spent a month or more in the hospital at the end of 
last year , he thoroughly enjoyed his trip and the sun, considering 
it a fitting climax to his 15 years. 

It is with much regret that we report the sad and untimely death 
of Alice Zalecki, who died on April 2 after a short illness. Alice, 
one of our favorite domestic ladies, will be sadly missed, especially 

Anna Baxter, the newest addition to the family of Brigitte and 
Graham Baxter, was born June 28 weighing 6 pounds, 10 ounces. 

Senior Vice President Neal Cramer (center) has just presented 
10-Vear Service Pins to Manager·Geoscience Department Mike 
W. Evans (left) and Supervisor Robert M. Curlee. Mike was hired 
on June 1, 1970, while Bob's service date is June 18, 1970. 

by our marine operations personnel, because of her charm and 
cheerful outlook on life. The funeral took place at the West 
Middlesex Crematorium on April 11, attended by her family, 
some traveling from as far afield as Poland, and also by friends 
and colleagues from Western. 

Well, that about winds up the news from London for this issue. 
The London office would like to wish all Westerners world-wide a 
very Merry Christmas and a prosperous 1981. -Kate Pile and 
Gerry Reynolds. (Photos by Graham Baxter, Ke/ Brown, and 
Gary Gardner.) 

(Party V-28 Field Clerk Peter A . Smith wrote this in honor 
of his fellow crew members. - Ed.) 

A TRIBUTE TO PARTY V-28. The crew of Party V-28, now 
working out of Brownfield, Texas, is reliving the legend of the 
American cowboy: long hours of hard work. Party V-28's 
"doodlebuggers" are out on the line early and often do not bring it 
in until long after sunset. These young men must be commended 
for their dedication; they give 110%. Being a new member of the 
team, I am especially impressed as the work is tough, the hours are 
long, and the places we frequent are often lonely and far from 
home; so here is a little tribute to us - the new American cowboys -
and to all of you other "cowboys" who know the life and, despite 
the hardships, give so much of yourselves. You all take care! 

The Baxter family now consists of Brigitte, son Tom, Graham, 
and daughter Anna. Graham Is working in our London office. 



Manager-Purchasing/Requisitions Mack E. Towns (second from the 
right) was treated to a noon luncheon that commemorated his 
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Senior Vice President Neal Cramer (center) has just presented 
10-Vear Service Pins to Manager·Geoscience Department Mike 
W. Evans (left) and Supervisor Robert M. Curlee. Mike was hired 
on June 1, 1970, while Bob's service date is June 18, 1970. 

by our marine operations personnel, because of her charm and 
cheerful outlook on life. The funeral took place at the West 
Middlesex Crematorium on April 11, attended by her family, 
some traveling from as far afield as Poland, and also by friends 
and colleagues from Western. 

Well, that about winds up the news from London for this issue. 
The London office would like to wish all Westerners world-wide a 
very Merry Christmas and a prosperous 1981. -Kate Pile and 
Gerry Reynolds. (Photos by Graham Baxter, Ke/ Brown, and 
Gary Gardner.) 

(Party V-28 Field Clerk Peter A . Smith wrote this in honor 
of his fellow crew members. - Ed.) 

A TRIBUTE TO PARTY V-28. The crew of Party V-28, now 
working out of Brownfield, Texas, is reliving the legend of the 
American cowboy: long hours of hard work. Party V-28's 
"doodlebuggers" are out on the line early and often do not bring it 
in until long after sunset. These young men must be commended 
for their dedication; they give 110%. Being a new member of the 
team, I am especially impressed as the work is tough, the hours are 
long, and the places we frequent are often lonely and far from 
home; so here is a little tribute to us - the new American cowboys -
and to all of you other "cowboys" who know the life and, despite 
the hardships, give so much of yourselves. You all take care! 

The Baxter family now consists of Brigitte, son Tom, Graham, 
and daughter Anna. Graham Is working in our London office. 



1. Western employees and friends compete at volleyball 
ot the annual Western and Litton Resources Systems pie· 
nlc for Houston office employees , their famil ies , and 
friends held on June 14 at the Buckhorn Ranch and Lake in 
She ldon , Texas. 2. Picnickers are waiting for hayrides 
a round the ranch. 3. Shift Supe rvisor Gale Gortemlller 
a nd an unide ntified girl enloy boating on Buckhorn La ke. 
4. Draftsman Oscar Munoz 11 playing tetherball with two 
young experts. 5. The site of the main picnic festivities 
was Buckhorn Ranch's lakeside pavilion. 6. Account· 
ing Clerk Sherri Reeves (left) and Secretary Debra Alex· 
a nder a re playing horseshoes with unidentified friends. 

4. Getting ready to present door prizes at the picnic are 
Administrative Assistant Ed Price (behind the table, from 
the left}, Purchasing Agent Bob Sasseen , Personnel Spe· 
ciallst Fred Carney, and (In front of the table) Adminis· 
trative Assistant Virginia Nowak, Personnel Specialist 
Henry Keeth, and several unidentified children. 5. Field 
Supervisor John W. (Spider) Webb (left) is the recipient 
of one of the door prizes presented by Henry. Henry's 
son, Russell, looks on. 6. Senior Systems Programmer 
Harold Partin was another winner. Henry handed out the 
door prizes as Fred (far right) called out the winners. 

J 

1. Assistant Accounting Supervisor Beth Favor won an lee 
cream freezer at our annual picnic , held at the Buckhorn 
Ranch and Lake in Sheldon , Texas , June 14. In the back· 
ground are Personnel Specialist Henry Keeth and son Rus· 
sell . 2. Western President Howard Dingman, wife Chris· 
tine (center), and daughter Terri are enfoying the food 
and conversation at the picnic. 3. Heading for the picnic 
tables are Bonnie Kaminsky and husband Russ , an In· 
strument supervisor; Supervisor Ugo Plcchlanl; and Man· 
ager-Purchasing and Requisitions Vic Reginald (right) . 

WESTERN 'S ANNUAL company picnic was held on June 14 at the 
Buckhorn Ranch and Lake in Sheldon, Texas. Over 465 employees 
from Western and Litton Resources Systems (LRS), their families, 
and friends were in attendance, including President Howard Ding
man with wife Christine and their family. 

Those who made the seemingly long drive were soon rewarded 
with plenty of refreshments, which included soft drinks, snow 
cones, and popcorn for the kids, not to mention the ice-cold beer 
for the adults. There was a variety of activities for everyone to 
enjoy, such as table tennis, tetherball , horseshoes, volleyball, 
fishing, hay rides, baseball, paddle-boat rides, and a playground 
with swings, seesaws, and a moon-walk. 

Lunch was served under a large, covered pavillion that over
looked the 77-acre lake, which was stocked with bass, catfish, and 
perch. The menu for the day consisted of barbecued beef and 
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1. Enjoying Western's annual picnic on June 14 at the Buckhorn 
Ranch and Lake in Sheldon , Texas, are Sam Washburn , Secretary 
Susan 0. Lober (center), and Annie Washburn, worker in the 
credit union. 2. Smiling at the camera are Marine Data Processing 
Manager Soule Mellette (from the left) , Vice President Ken Larner 
and wife Nancy, Mary (Mrs. Soule) Mellette, and Margaret 
Sharp, wife of Marine Data Processing Assistant Manager Royce 
Sharp. 3. Accounting Clerk Marjorie Martin (from the left), 
former Accounting Clerk Myra Johnson, Assistant Accounting Su· 
pervisor Linda Brummerhop with husband Mike, and Assistant Ac· 
counting Supervisor Steve Gutierrez are joined by Quality Control 
Supervisor Robert Anderson, shown approaching between Mike 
and Steve. 4. Relaxing over cool drinks are Litton Resources 
Systems Accountant Leona Mitchell (from the left), Secretary 
Marianne Stidman, Personnel Manager Ray Long, and Specialist 
in Human Resources Diana Stidman. 5. Food is the climax of 
any picnic! Western's employees and families dig in with gus· 
to I 6. Reminiscing with former Westerner Joan Campise A ins· 
worth {second from the left) are Assistant Accounting Super· 
visors Reggie Martin (from the left). Annette Begnaud , and Joan 
Akin. What a chance to renew old ties and make new friends! 

links, ranch-style beans, potato salad, coleslaw, french bread 
onions, pickles, jalapeno peppers, and cake for dessert. ' 

After everyone had finished eating, door prizes were awarded 
to those with the lucky numbers. All prizes were obtained by 
Robert Sasseen, of Western, and Mickey Patton, of LRS. Some 
of those awarded were a compact refrigerator, an AM/FM radio 
cassette recorder, camping equipment, a fishing rod and reel, a 
welding set, a .22-caliber rifle, several ice chests and an electric 
ice-cream freezer. ' 

The success of this year's picnic is attributed to Pam O'Rear, of 
Western's art department, for putting together this year's poster 
and flyers; Virgie Bryant for taking time out of her day to sell 
tickets; Ray Long and his staff at LRS; Bob Sasseen and Mickey 
Patton for obtaining the door prizes; Virginia Nowak for handling 
the preparations, reservations, and detail work; Fred Carney and 
Tony Armato for taking great pictures; and, most of all, the em
ployees who attended to make it the most enjoyable picnic ever. 
-Henry Keeth. (Photos by Fred Carney and Tony Armato.) 

Digital Equipment Engineer Richard Rosser changes a tape on one 
of the tape drives at the recently-opened Mandan PRE/SEIS fa· 
cility. Richard came to North Dakota via North Slope projects. 

NEW TO WESTERN'S family is the Mandan PRE/SEIS® office, 
Party 922, in Mandan, North Dakota. Operating the computer 
are Junior Observer Bruce Tisserat, who transferred from Party 
V-23 in North Dakota, and Digital Equipment Engineer Richard 
Rosser, who came from Deadhorse Base Camp on the North 
Slope of Alaska. The operation is overseen by Field Supervisor 
Ward Maricle. 

The Mandan PRE/SEIS office started operations in June and 
has been processing tapes by the dozen ever since. Senior Geo
physical Analyst Richard Dick, from Houston, and Instrument 
Supervisor Anco Broekhuizen, from Denver, were on hand to 
help with the installation and start-up of the equipment. Their aid 
was greatly appreciated by all of us. 

Bruce and Richard are currently summing and correlating field 
reels for Parties V-23 and V-34, which are located in North Dako
ta. These crews are single-sweeping and covering a lot of miles; so 
there is never a shortage of tapes on which to work. Bruce and 
Richard's duties also include cleaning used reels for re-use in the 
field; so they are kept quite busy during their individual shifts. 

From all of us in Mandan, "Merry Christmas and Happy New 
Year!"- Ward Maricle. (Photos by Bruce Tisserat.) 

Junior Observer Bruce Tisserat , formerly of Party V-23, loads a 
tape reel at the new PRE/SEIS office in Mandan , North Dakota. 

THE DENVER DIGITAL CENTER'S summer picnic was held this 
year at Gennesse Park in the foothills west of the city. Last year's 
fog and hail were forgotten as we enjoyed clear skies and 80° 
temperatures. There were plenty of hot dogs, hamburgers, and 
drinks for the families and friends of Western employees. Two 
continuous volleyball games, a horseshoe tournament, Frisbee 
throwing, and a softball game provided activity for everyone's 
enjoyment. The highlight of the picnic was the pie-eating contest, 
which was won by Computer Operations Supervisor Dave Hughes, 
and the subsequent pie-throwing by the losers. 

The children enjoyed their own pie-eating contest and also egg
toss games. The pleasant day was topped off with the cutting of 

Margie Langenwalter (from the left), Paul Benson, Jill McDon· 
aid, Bruce McDonald, Dave Tolley, Kathy Burns, Dick Covington, 
Virginia Parberry, an unidentified woman, Marc Sterling, and 
Dale Moeller are in line for hamburgers at the Denver digital 
center's summer picnic held in the foothllls west of the city. 

Computer Operations Supervisor Dave Hughes (left) has just 
won the pie-eating contest at the Denver digital center's picnic, 
but Systems Programmer Chuck Dirks can not believe It ls true. 
A pie-throwing contest by the losers followed Dave's victory. 
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The Denver digital center's softball team consists of Dave Berard 
(seated, from the left), Don Plum , Ned Grauel , Bil l Hickam, and 
Roger Christensen, and Steve Franklin (standing , from the left) , 
Larry Baer , Bobby Harrelson, Pat Plampin, Paul Carhart, Dave 
King , Dave Tolley, Mike Harkness, Eric Thomas , and Brian Baer. 
Not pictured are Mike Zamell , Kin Barksdale, Pat Bygott , and 
Brion Dlepeveen. Following o slow start the team won Its lost 
four games and later went on to o post·seoson tournament. 

Wonder Woman was smuggled Into the Denver digital center to 
help digital center Manager Ben Quintana celebrate his birth· 
day and to inform Ben of the many rare joys of growing older. 

Denver Digital Center Manager Ben Quintana's birthday cake. 
Ben received another surprise birthday greeting this year. To 

help celebrate that special day, Wonder Woman was smuggled in 
and, with the rest of the gang, wished him a happy birthday. In 
her unique fashion, she warned Ben of the joys of growing older 
-a balding head, a flabby stomach, and dentures. We never did 
find out the magic number, and Ben is not telling. 

The center's men's softball team was pleased with another 
winning season this year in the Denver Tech League. After a slow 
start, the team got on the right track and ended the season with 
four straight wins. We are now in the middle of a post-season 
tournament, and we hope to win it all! - Story and photos by Kin 
Barksdale. 
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HA VE YOU EVER SEEN anyone outdo Eastern Onion? In case 
you have never heard of Eastern Onion, it is a company that sends 
surprise messengers to birthday parties to embarrass the heck out 
of the guest of honor in front of all of his friends and co-workers 
who have paid dearly to watch him turn red. 

Well, as you can tell by the photograph, the Eastern Onion 
woman met her match when she called on Houston Office Man
ager John Bennett with a surprise birthday song. In addition to 
the singing telegram, John's staff had ordered a beautifully deco
rated cake (which was not suitable for print) and presented him 
with a stylish set of Goodwill ties, complete with signature stains 
from all of Houston's finest restaurants. 

It is tough enough to grow a year older; but with the same 
planning committee working on next year's party, we are sure 
John is already dreading his next birthday. -Bob Watson. (Photo 
by Will Kacy.) 

Rebecca, of Eastern Onion, gives Houston Office Manager John 
Bennett his singing telegram during o birthday party for him. 
John hos quite obviously entered Into the spirit of things. 

Jennifer Lee Moines, the first grandchild of Alvin, Texas, fa· 
cility Plant Manager John J. Moines and his wife, Sylvia, is 
being held by the proud grandfather. Jennifer Lee, who is the 
daughter of Gary Moines and wife Jeannie, was born Morch 30 
in Riverside, California, where she weighed 7 pounds, 10 ounces. 

Our Galveston , Texas, facility moved some of Its heavy equip· 
ment to the A lvin plant to prevent any damage by Hurricane Al· 
len. Alvin is 35 miles north of Galveston and 28 feet higher. 

HURRICANE ALLEN threatened our Galveston and Alvin, Texas, 
facilities in early August, but fortunately the brunt of the storm by
passed that part of the Texas Gulf Coast, making landfall near 
Brownsville, Texas, instead. At both of our facilities, however, 
there were several days of frantic preparation in case the hurri
cane did blow ashore near them. 

Secretary Lindie Nanninga, of our Galveston facility, and 
Senior Accountant Tom M. Purcell, of the Alvin facility, report 
below: 

Everyone at the Galveston facility was hurrying about on 
August 7 and 8 preparing for the unknown landfall of Hurricane 
Allen. Storm shutters were installed on the windows, and every
thing on ground level was lifted to the tops of file cabinets or 
tables. We packed files, records, and other articles of value that 
might not be replaceable and shipped them to the Alvin facility 
for protection against possible high winds and water. File cabinets 
and machinery were draped with plastic to shield them against the 
leakage that might occur if "Allen" ventured near Galveston. 
Heavy equipment (vibrators, trucks, engines, and the like) was 
also moved to the Alvin facility, some 35 miles north and with a 
28-foot higher elevation. 

All W.esterners were allowed to leave the plant around noon on 
Friday, August 8, to evacuate their families to higher and safer 
ground. Fortunately, the evacuation was just a test of readiness 
for those who would have to leave for higher ground if a direct hit 
were to threaten this part of the Texas coast. After the danger 
passed and we knew that Hurricane Allen was not going to hit 
Galveston, several employees returned to the plant on Sunday, 
August IO, turning on electricity and starting up machinery in 
preparation of the next day's work. 

We were all quite thankful to return to our still-intact homes 
and property and relieved that the evacuation was "practice" for 
what could actually have been a disaster. 

In. Alvin the effects of Hurricane Allen, the second largest 
storm in recorded history, were nil. The upper Texas coast was 
fortunate to come out with minimal flooding damage. 

The Alvin facility began preparing for the storm on Wednes
day, August 6. Reels were tied down or disposed of, and tires 
were tied down and barricaded by vibrators. Numerous vehicles 
and equipment were brought up from the Galveston facility for 
protection from possible flooding on the island (Pelican). If any 
of you were around during Hurricane Carla in 1961, you may 
remember that Pelican Island was under several feet of water. 

WINTER 1980 

The plant was shut down at noon, Friday, August 8, and the 
remaining employees left town or went home to prepare their 
houses for the storm. Several volunteers, including Litton Re
sources Systems Vice President Joe D. Shivers, Tom Purcell, 
Machine Shop Supervisor Henry E. (Hank) Howski, and Machine 
Shop Foreman James R. Harwell stayed to watch over the plant 
since the security service was unable to provide guards. 

Late Saturday when it appeared that the storm would miss our 
area, the guard service was restored and the majority of the 
persons who had been staying in the plant for security from the 
storm and the volunteers who had remained to look after the 
facility left. 

The upper Texas coast was lucky this time around because the 
storm hit near Brownsville. Next time we may not be so fortunate, 
but hopefuly we have learned how to prepare better for the next 
one. - (Photos by Tom M. Purcell.) 

Vibrator buggies, along with other heavy equipment at Alvin , 
ore lined up to await the outcome of Hurricane Allen. For· 
tunately , the hurricane bypassed that port af the Gulf Coast. 

STOP THE PRESSES! There is a hot news item from Party R-20 
in lsleworth, England. Seismologist Abdel Ghani El Kadi and his 
wife, Fatma, are proud parents of a 7-pound, 14-ounce baby boy, 
named Naeil and born at Queen Charlotte's Hospital in London. 
Naeil is their first child, and everyone is reported to be healthy 
and happy. Ghani has been with Western for nine years. We hope 
to have a photo of the new arrival in the next issue of the PROFCLE. 
- Gwen Champniss. 

CARL SAVIT, senior vice president-technology, recently has been 
elected to honorary membership in the Society of Exploration 
Geophysicists (SEG) in recognition of his continuing vigorous 
technical contributions to the science of geophysics, his contribu
tions to the Society, and his efforts on behalf of the profession in 
dealing with the government. 

The official recognition of this honor took place at a special 
awards ceremony on November 17 as a part of this year's annual 
international meeting of the SEG, which was held November 16 
to 20 in Houston. With the theme "Geophysics: A Half Century 
of Progress," it marked the 50th anniversary of the SEG. 
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leakage that might occur if "Allen" ventured near Galveston. 
Heavy equipment (vibrators, trucks, engines, and the like) was 
also moved to the Alvin facility, some 35 miles north and with a 
28-foot higher elevation. 

All W.esterners were allowed to leave the plant around noon on 
Friday, August 8, to evacuate their families to higher and safer 
ground. Fortunately, the evacuation was just a test of readiness 
for those who would have to leave for higher ground if a direct hit 
were to threaten this part of the Texas coast. After the danger 
passed and we knew that Hurricane Allen was not going to hit 
Galveston, several employees returned to the plant on Sunday, 
August IO, turning on electricity and starting up machinery in 
preparation of the next day's work. 

We were all quite thankful to return to our still-intact homes 
and property and relieved that the evacuation was "practice" for 
what could actually have been a disaster. 

In. Alvin the effects of Hurricane Allen, the second largest 
storm in recorded history, were nil. The upper Texas coast was 
fortunate to come out with minimal flooding damage. 

The Alvin facility began preparing for the storm on Wednes
day, August 6. Reels were tied down or disposed of, and tires 
were tied down and barricaded by vibrators. Numerous vehicles 
and equipment were brought up from the Galveston facility for 
protection from possible flooding on the island (Pelican). If any 
of you were around during Hurricane Carla in 1961, you may 
remember that Pelican Island was under several feet of water. 

WINTER 1980 

The plant was shut down at noon, Friday, August 8, and the 
remaining employees left town or went home to prepare their 
houses for the storm. Several volunteers, including Litton Re
sources Systems Vice President Joe D. Shivers, Tom Purcell, 
Machine Shop Supervisor Henry E. (Hank) Howski, and Machine 
Shop Foreman James R. Harwell stayed to watch over the plant 
since the security service was unable to provide guards. 

Late Saturday when it appeared that the storm would miss our 
area, the guard service was restored and the majority of the 
persons who had been staying in the plant for security from the 
storm and the volunteers who had remained to look after the 
facility left. 

The upper Texas coast was lucky this time around because the 
storm hit near Brownsville. Next time we may not be so fortunate, 
but hopefuly we have learned how to prepare better for the next 
one. - (Photos by Tom M. Purcell.) 

Vibrator buggies, along with other heavy equipment at Alvin , 
ore lined up to await the outcome of Hurricane Allen. For· 
tunately , the hurricane bypassed that port af the Gulf Coast. 

STOP THE PRESSES! There is a hot news item from Party R-20 
in lsleworth, England. Seismologist Abdel Ghani El Kadi and his 
wife, Fatma, are proud parents of a 7-pound, 14-ounce baby boy, 
named Naeil and born at Queen Charlotte's Hospital in London. 
Naeil is their first child, and everyone is reported to be healthy 
and happy. Ghani has been with Western for nine years. We hope 
to have a photo of the new arrival in the next issue of the PROFCLE. 
- Gwen Champniss. 

CARL SAVIT, senior vice president-technology, recently has been 
elected to honorary membership in the Society of Exploration 
Geophysicists (SEG) in recognition of his continuing vigorous 
technical contributions to the science of geophysics, his contribu
tions to the Society, and his efforts on behalf of the profession in 
dealing with the government. 

The official recognition of this honor took place at a special 
awards ceremony on November 17 as a part of this year's annual 
international meeting of the SEG, which was held November 16 
to 20 in Houston. With the theme "Geophysics: A Half Century 
of Progress," it marked the 50th anniversary of the SEG. 
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